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RE: 

MEM O RANDUM 

Manbers - Council on Cl:>urt Procedures 

Frei Marrill 

PIEADING ROLES 

Februacy 27 , 1978 

The attached rules are a revision of Chapter 16 into a logical sequence 
fotm. Rules A, C, I, K, L(4)-(7), Mand N are alnost entirely based on existing 
statutes. .M:>st other rules have sane parallel in the existing Oregon statutes. 
The m:rlifications are ba.sed on federal rules and other jurisdictions. The 
organization is derived fran that used in other jurisdictions. The o:::,rcparative 
jurisdictions were Alabana, Florida, Idaho, Iowa, Massachusetts, Michigan, 
Minnesota, Missouri, New York, Ohio, Rhode Islam, Tennessee, Texas, utah:;: 
Venront, Washi.rgton, and Wisconsin. Rules N through Q are not strictly plea:3.ing 
rules mt were :included because they are referred to .in the pleading rules. 
letters were used rather than nurrbers because these rules would be preceded by 
general ru.les relating to scope of application, fann of action, process, t.im:! 
corrputation, etc. When a final draft of COUncil rules is developed, the letters 
will be converted to numbers. 

Rule F has already been adoptai by the COUncil. Rule L (3) has been con
sidered and action deferred. Rule D ( 4) is the notice of appearance proca:lure 
requested by the Cwncil. 

The general approach in this revision was: 

(a) 'lb reta:in the present level of specificity in Oregon pl~, that 
is, fact pleading. This was pdnarily acconplished by retaining a reqw.renent 
of pleading ultina.te facts in Rule G, retaining the notion to strike and notion 
to nake m::>re definite and certain in Ru.es J(4) and (5), and retaining the 
requirement for separate staterrent of claims and defenses in Rule E(2). 

(b) 'lb re::luce waste of tine at the pleading stage by eliminating useless 
pleading :rules and discouraging frivolous notion practice. The primary rules :in 
~s area are: B, limiting the nuntier of pleadings; E(3), relating to consistency; 
J, relating to defenses and notions, and L, relating to anended pleadings. Although 
these rules eliminate the label of the daTll.lrrer, the same function is performed 
by the notion to dismiss under J(l). Translating the groorrls of demurrer into 
grounds for a notion to dismiss made drafting much sirrpler and allowed one rule 
relatinq to consolidation and waiver, J(6) and (7). A demurrer to an answer is 
replaced by a notion to strike under J ( 5) • 

A se£tion-by-section cararentary showing the source of each rule will be 
furnished at the ~eting. 
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I(l0) Fictitious parties. When a party is ignorant of the name 

of an opposing party and so alleges in his pleading, the opposing 

party may be designated by any name, and when his true name is dis

·covered, the process and all pleadings and proceedings in the action 

may be amended by substituting the true name. 

J. DEFENSES AND OBJECTIONS - HOW PRESENTED - BY PLEADING OR MOTION -
MOTION FOR JUDGMENT ON THE PLEADINGS 

J(l) How presented. Every defense, in law or fact, excepting 

the defense of improper venue, to a claim for relief in any pleading, 

whether a complaint, cross-claim, or third-party claim, shall be 

asserted in the responsive pleading thereto if one is required, 

except that the following defenses may at the option of the pleader 

be made by motion: (A) lack of jurisdiction over the subject matter, 

(B) lack of jurisdiction over the person, (C) that there is another 

action pending between the same parties for the same cause, (D) that 

plaintiff has not the legal capacity to sue, where such lack of 

capacity appears in a pleading, (E) insufficiency of process or in

sufficiency of service of process, (F) the complaint does not contain 

ultimate facts sufficient to constitute a claim, (G) that the action 

has not been commenced within the time limited by statute, and 

(H) failure to join a party under Rule o. A motion making any of 

these defenses shall be made before pleading if a further pleading 

is permitted. The grounds upon which any of the enumerated defenses 

are based shall be stated specifically and with particularity in the 

responsive pleading or motion. No defense or objection is waived by 

1 being joined with one or more other defenses or objections in a 

t/ 
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responsive pleading or motion. If a pleading sets forth a claim 

for relief to which the adverse party is not required to serve a 

responsive pleading, the adverse party may assert at the trial 

any defense in law or fact to that claim for relief. If, on a 

motion asserting the defense denominated (F), to dismiss for 

failure of the pleading to contain ultimate facts sufficient to 

constitute a claim,or to assert the defense denominated (G), matters 

outside the pleading are presented to and not excluded by the court, 

the motion shall be treated as one for summary judgment and disposed 

of as provided in Rule (summary judgment rule), and all parties 

shall be given reasonable opportunity to present all material made 

pertinent to such a motion by Rule (summary judgment rule). 

J{2) Motion for judgment on the pleadings. After the pleadings 

are closed but within such time as not to delay the trial, any party 

may move for judgment on the pleadings. If, on a motion for judg

ment on the pleadings, matters outside the pleadirigs are presented 

to and not excluded by the court, the motion shall be treated as 

one for summary judgment and disposed of as provided in Rule 

(summary judgment rule), and all parties shall be given reasonable 

opportunity to present all material made pertinent to such a motion 

by Rule (summary judgment rule). 

J(3) Preliminary hearings. The defenses specifically denomina

ted (A) through (H) in subdivision 1 of this rule, whether made in 

a pleading or by motion and. the motion for summarr judgment mentioned 

in subdivision 2 of this rul~ shall be heard and determined before 

trial on application of any party, unless the court orders that the 
\ 

hearing and determination thereof be deferred until the trial. 
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J(4) Motion to make more definite and certain. When the 

allegations of a pleading are so indefinite or uncertain that the 

precise nature of the charge, defense or reply is not ?:ppa:i:-:ent, 

upon motion made by a party before responding to a pleading, or 

if no responsive pleading is permitted by these rules upon motion 

by a party within 20 days after service of the pleading, or upon 

the court's own initiative at any time, the court may require 

the pleading to be made definite and certain by amendment. If the 

motion is granted and the order of the court is not obeyed within 

10 days after notice of the order or within such other time as the 

court may fix, the court may strike the pleading to which the motion 

was directed or make such order as it deems just. 

J(S) Motion to strike. Upon motion made by a party before 

responding to a pleading or, if no responsive pleading is permitted 

by these rules, upon motion made by a party within 20 days after 

the service of the pleading upon him or upon the court's own initia

tive at any time, the court may order stricken: (A) any sham, 

frivolous and irrelevant pleading<or defense;· .(BX any insufficient 

defense or any sham, frivolous, irrelevant or redundant matter 

inserted in a pleading. 

J(6) Consolidation of defenses in motion. A party who makes 

a motion under this rule may join with it any other motions herein 

provided for and then available to the party. If a party makes a 

motion under this rule but omits therefrom any defense or objection 

then available to the.party which this rule.permits to be raised by 

'-.... ) motion, the party shall not thereafter make a motion based' on the 
( 
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defense or objection so omitted, except a motion as provided in 

subdivision 7 (b) of this rule on any of the grounds there stated. 

J(7) (a) A defense of lack of jurisdiction over the person that 

a plaintiff has not legal capacity to sue, that there is another 

action pending between the same parties for the same cause, insuf

ficiency of process, or insufficiency of service of process is 

waived (i) if omitted from a motion in the circumstances described in 

subdivision (6) of this rule, or (ii) if it is neither made by notion under 

this rule nor included in a responsive pleading or an amendment 

thereof permitted by Rule L (1) to be made as a matter of course; 

provided, however, the defenses enumerated in sulxlivision (1) (B) and (E) 

of this rule shall not be raised by amendment. 

(b) A defense of failure to state ultimate facts constitu

ting a claim, a defense that the action has not been commenced 

within the time limited by statute, a defense of failure to join a 

party indispensable under Rule O, and an objection of failure to 

state a legal defense to a claim may be made in any pleading permit

ted or ordered under Rule B(2) or by motion for judgment on the 

pleadings, or a:t•:the trial on the merits. The objection or defense, 

if made at trial, shall be disposed of as provided in Rule L(2) in 

light of any evidence that may have been received. 

(c) If it appears by motion of the parties or otherwise that 

the court lacks jurisdiction over the subject matter, the court shall 

dismiss the action. 

13 



(8) This section is Federal Rule 9(d); it does not appear in the 

existing Oregon statutes. It seems like a sensible rule. 

(9) This does not appear in the Oregon statutes but was put in 

specifically to eliminate a couple of archaic pleading rules from old Oregon 

cases. There is no logical reason for a distinction between recitals and 

allegations and few people can even define a negative pregnant much less 

decide what difference it makes. 

(10) This is the equivalent of ORS 13.020. It is placed here because 

most other states include it as a special pleading rule. It more properly 

refers to pleading than parties. The language comes from Rule 9(h) of the 

Alabama Code. The language used in ORS 13.020 is confusing and suggests a 

possible use of the California John Doe pleading. 

RULE J 

This rule contains all rules relating to attacks on pleadings and motion 

practice. It is generally based upon Federal Rule 12(b) through (h), but 

substantially modified to fit Oregon practice and the retention of fact 

pleading. It is a critical component of an attempt to eliminate costs and 

delay in pleading. The rule provides specific rules for order in making 

motions before pleading, requires that all attacks on an opponent's pleading 

be made at one time and provides for waiver of defenses. 

(1) This section groups together all attacks based on the substance 

of an opponent's pleading. It replaces the demurrer and other motions. All 

of the·grounds of the demurrer are retained as grounds for the motion to dis

miss, except misjoinder of parties, which will result in an order adding 

1 parties under Rule P, and misjoinder of causes of action which no longer 
·--L 
tf 
\-· 
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exists because of the legislative adoption of ORS 16.221. Grounds (A), 

(B) and (E) are from the federal rule but would come under the Oregon 

demurrer statute. Grounds (B) and (C) come from the Oregon demurrer 

statute. Ground F appears both in Federal Rule 12 and the demurrer 

statute, but the language used is conformed to Rule G. Ground (H) is not 

covered in the Oregon statutes. The federal rules include venue as a 

J basis for a motion to dismiss; this was eliminated. The choice of motion 

or defense is up to the pleader, and a motion is not required even if the 

defect appears on the face of the opponent's complaint. 

The elimination of the label, demurrer, was based on several grounds. 

The single rule approach to motions and defenses and standard rules of 

preclusion and waiver for pleading attacks are.desirable. The demurrer also 

has acquired some very archaic pleading rules by court interpretation, such 

~ .. · as interpreting the pleading against the pleader in the face of a demurrer. 

One important side effect of this rule is the elimination of the con

cept of special appearance. Defects of personal jurisdiction and process 

are treated the same as any other dilatory defense. Under J(4) these 

defenses are given special treatment that requires them to be asserted in 

the first pleading or motion, but the theory of a special appearance is 

gone. The special-general appearance distinction was required by early 

jurisdictional concepts but not by present theories of personal jurisdic

tion and remains only as a procedural trap. 

The requirement of specific statement of grounds for defenses comes from 

the Florida rules. 

10 
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(2) This section essentially retains the same judgment on the plead

ings motion covered in 16.130. The language from Federal Rule 12 (c ) is 

clearer. 

(3) This rule gives the court flexibility in handling defenses to 

avoid a full trial. It is Federal Rule 12 (d). 

(4) This rule is identical to the existing motion to make more definite 

and certain in ORS 16.110. If fact pleading is to be retained, this motion 

must be retained as it is the primary means of requiring specificity. The 

federal rules have a motion for more definite statement, 12(e), but it ~an 

only be used where a responsive pleading is required and then only when the 

pleading is so vague that no responsive pleading can be formed. The last 

sentence is new. 

(5) This rule also retains the existing Oregon motion. The language, 

"sham, frivolous and irrelevant" , is not very precise but most other jurisdic

tions use "redundant, immaterial, impertinent or scandalous", which is not 

much better. In any case, the Oregon language has been clarified by court 

interpretation t o fit fact pleading. The only change was the addition of 

"any insufficient defense" to subsection (B) which makes clear that this 

motion replaces the demurrer to a defense. 

(6) This subsection requires consolidati.on of all attacks to be 
" 

made against an opponent's pleading into one motion~ if any· m.otions 

are made. It should eliminate one of the primary defects of fact 

pleading motion practice which is excessive delay from repetitive or 

consecutive motions against the same pleadf?gs. The. rule does not require 

11 



defenses to be made by motion or limit the number of defenses or objections 

that may be raised in the one motion that is allowed. It also does not 

prohibit attacks by motion against new defects in an amended pleading because 

it applies only to defenses or motions "then available to a pqrty". Thus, 

if a motion to make more definite and certain were sustained and the amended 

pleading became subject to a motion to dismiss for failure to state a claim, 

this motion coYld be made; if a motion to strike or make more definite and 

certain were sustained and the new language still did not meet the fact plead

ing requirements, another motion could be made. What the rule does prevent is 

a motion as to form going to part of a pleading followed by other form 

motions, followed by a demurrer, followed by another demurrer, etc. 

(7) This rule governs waiver of defenses. The previous rules cover 

preclusion or loss of a procedural device. This rule deals with waiver or 

/

') 
\_ loss of the underlying defect or objection. There are three categories: 

(a) Dilatory defenses which are waived if not made in any motion filed, 

or if no motion is filed if not raised by a responsive pleading or an amend

ment allowed as a matter of course. The defects of jurisdiction over the 

person and relating to process, however, cannot be raised by amendment. This 

preserves some of the special appearance treatment for these defects and 

forces the person having such an objection to raise it in the initial pleading 

or motion. This treatment of jurisdiction is not in the federal rules, but 

comes from Rule 12(h) of the Tennessee rules of procedure. 

(b) Failure to state a claim, statute of limitations, failure to join 

an indispensable party, and failure to state a defense are treated differently. 

These are not waived and may be asserted at trial (in other words, may arise as 

12 
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an issue at trial and be considered either by consent or by amendment by 

leave under Rule 12) or by a motion for judgment on the pleadings. 

(c) Jurisdiction over the subject matter is never waived and is 

treated separately. 

RULE K 

This rule is a combination of existing ORS 16.305 and 16.315. There 

are two changes: 

The words, "Such leave shall not be given if it would substantially 

prejudice the rights of exist'ing parties", were added to the first paragraph 

of (5)(a). This is intended to encourage trial judges to protect existing 

parties against late impleader or impleader that would have an adverse 

effect on existing parties. 

The second change is the addition of section (6) which is based on 

Federal Rule 13(h) and allows a party asserting a crossclaim or counterclaim 

to join additional parties to respond. This is a fairly limited joinder 

provision but useful. Oregon statutes already authorize such joinder in the 

common situation where an action is brought by an assignee under: a con.tract, and 

the maker of the contract can be joined to respond to the counterclaim. ORS 13.180. 

A party joined is served with an answer and summons. Rule B specifies the 

response. Special provisions are required in the summons rule. 

Federal Rule 13 has provisions relating to compulsory counterclaims 

which are not in the existing Oregon statutes and which were not included in 

this rule. While the compulsory counterclaim rule may have utility in con-

centrating disputes between p~rties in one case; this :i:-s outweighed by the 

danger of loss of rights through a procedural error. 

13 
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TO: 

FROM: 

RE: 

MEM O RANDUM 

PLEADINGS SUBCOMMITTEE 

Fred Merrill 

PLEADING REVISION 

April 18, 1978 

Enclosed is a second draft of the pleading rules reflecting 

the clean-up suggested in the comments and the determinations -made at the 

last Council meeting. Some of the most important changes are in Rules B, 

G(3), H(3) and (4), and 1(9). Chuck Paulson also raised some reasonable 
, 

objections to the inclusion of Rule 0(3) after ,the meeting. I think these 

should be passed on by the subcommittee and reported to the Council . 

.. 

FRM:gh 
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J. DEFmSES AND OBJECTIONS - Im PRESENI'ED - BY PLEADING OR MJI'ION - MJTJ:;00 FOR 

JUIXMNI' CN THE PLEADINGS 

J(l) Ha.v presented. Every defense, in law or fact, excepting the defense of 

inproi::er venue, to a claim for relief in any pleading, whether a ccmplaint., cross

claim, or third-party claim, shall be asserted in the responsive pleading thereto 

if on= is re::J.Uired, except that tlE follCMing defenses 1lB,Y at the option of the 

pleader be made by notion: (A) lack of jurisdiction over the subject matter, . 

(B) lack of juris1iction over tlE person, (C) that there is an:>ther action r:end,ing 

betw=en the sane parties for the sanE cause, (D) that plaintiff has not the legal 

capacity to sue, v.here such lack of capacity ai;pears in a pleading, {E) insufficiency 

of pIOCess or insufficiency of seIVi.ce of process, {F) the carplaint does not 
' 

contain ultircate facts sufficient to cx:nstitute a claim, (G) that the action has 

. not been camenced within the tine limited by statute, and (H) failure to join a 

yarty urrler Rule O. A notion making any of tl'Ese defenses shall be nade before 
. 

.t?lea.ding if a further pleading is permitted. Tre grounds U];On which any of the 

enunerated defenses are based shall be stated specifically and with particularity 

in the responsive pleading or notion. No defense or cbjection is waived by being . 

joined with on= or nore other defenses or cbjections in a responsive pleading or 

notion. If a pleading sets forth a claim for relief to vttlch the adverse party 

is not required to serve a responsive plead:ing, the adverse party may assert at 

the trial any defense in law or fact to that claim for relief. If, an a notion 

asserting tlE defenses denanina.ted (F) or (G), matters outside tle pleafil:rlg are 

presented to and not excluded by t.l"E rourt, the notion shall be treated as one 

for surcmary jtrlgrrent and disp::>sed of as provided .in Rule __ (sunmary jtrlgment 

rule) 1 and all parties shall be given reasonable OHX)rtunity to present ail 

material made· pertinent to such a notion by Rule -- (surrmary judgment rule). 
) 
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J(2) M:>tion for judgrrent on the pleadings. After the pleadmgs a:re. closed 

but within such tine as not to delay the trial, any party rray nove for judgrrent 

on the pleadings. If, on a not.ion for judgrrent on tl"E pleadings, natters outside 

the pleadings are presented to and not excluded by the court, tha .notion shall 

be treated as one for sumnary ju:lgnent an1 disp:>sed of as provided :in Rule···· 

(sumnary ju:lgrrent rule), and all parties shall be given reasonable OHX)rtunity 

to present all rraterial nade pertinent to ruch a not.ion by Rule -- {sumnary 

j udgrrent rule) • 

J (3) Preliminary hearings. '1he defenses si;:ecifically dalorn:inated (A) 

through (H) in sulxlivision (1) of this rule, wiether nade in a pleading or by 

notion and the notion for. surcmary judgrrent nentioned in s.lbdivi.sion (2) of this 

. rule, shall be heard and detennined before trial en ai::plication of any party, 

;un1ess the court orders that the hearing arrl det:enn.ination ~eof be deferred 

J(4) M:Jtion to nake nore definite an:1 certain •. When the allegations of a 

pleading are so indefinite or uncertain tha.t the precise nature of th:. ch:u:'ge, 

defense or reply is not a~t, up:m notion nade by a party 1:efore resi;:orrling 

to a pleading, or if no resi;:onsive pleading is p:mni.tted by these· rules uµ>n 

rrotion by a party within 20 days after service of the pleading, or up::,n the 

court's ONrl initiative at any tine, the oourt may re:r,.ti.re tie plead.mg to be 

made definite and certain by arrendrrent. If the notion is granted and the order 

· of the court is not obeyed within 10 days after notice of the omer or within 

such other tirre as the court rray fix, the oourt rray strike t..1-e pleading to \'bi.ch 

th~ notion was directed or make such ?rder as it deems just. 

;C 
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J(S) M:>tion to strike. Up:m rrotion nroe by a p:rrty l:efore resp:mding to a 

--· pleading or, if no re.six,nsive pleading is :p=nni.tted by these ru.les, UfOil notion 

made by a party within 20 days after tre service of the pleading up::>n him or up:>n. 
-

the coort's Ov,!1 initiative at any tine, the court nay o:roer stricken: (A) any 

sham or fri:rolous or irrelevant pleading or d2fense; (B) any insufficient d2fense 

or any sham, frivolous, irrelevant or I:edurrlant natter inserted in a pleading. 

J (6) Consolidation of defenses .in notion. A party W10 rrakes a notion uooer 

this rule nay join with it any other notions re.re.in pn:,v.i.ded for arrl then available 

to the party. If a party ~es a notion urx3er this rule but cmi.ts therefrom any 

defense or objection th:m available to the party \\hlch this rule peDltits to be 

raised by notion, the party shall not thereafter :rcake a notion based on the 

defense or objection so anitted, except a notion as provided in sul:xlivision (7) (b) 

of this rule on any of the grounds t:J:"ere stated. 

II 

) J (7) Waiver. (a) A defense of lack of jurisdiction over the person, ~~---~ p~ain.., 
I . . • 

(...._ ..:.iff has not legal capacity to sue, that there is another action pending between the 

sane parties for the sane cause, insufficiency of process, or insufficiency of 

service of process, is waived (i) if omitted £ran a notion .in the circurrstances 

descrfred .in sul:rlivision (6) of this rule, or (ii) if it is neither. rrade by 

motion uriier this rule not .included in a resp::>nsive pleading or an arrendrrent 

thereof i:ermitted by Rule L (1) to be rrade as a natter of course; provided, 

~ver, the defenses enurrerated .in sul:di vision (1) (B) an:i (E) of this ru.le 

shall not be raised by anendrrent. 

(b) A defense of failure to state ultirrate facts constituting a claim, a 

defense that the action has not been cx:mrenced within the tine limited by statute, 

! 
.. ·~_/ 
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\3. defense of failure to join a party indisfS!lsable under Rule o, an:l an objection 

of failure to state a legal defense to a clair:11 rray 1::e nede in any pleading 

penni.tted or ordered under Rule B(2) or by notion for judgrrent on ~ pleadings, 

or at the trial on tie rrerits. The objection or defense, if J1'\:lde at trial, shall 

be diSp:>sed of as provided in Rule L(2) in light of any evidence that nay have been 

received. 

(c) If it a.pr;:ears by notion of the p:lrties or otherwise that the court lacks 

jurisdiction over the subject matter, the court shall dismiss the action. 

K. C001'1I'ERCI.AIM3, CRJSSCIAJM, AND THIRD PARI'Y CTAIMS 

K (1) Counterclaims. Pach defendant nay set forth as mmy counterclaims, both 

legal and equitable, as such defendant may have ·against the plaintiff. 

K (2) Cros~laim against codefendant . (a) In any action where t:tro or nore 

;,-

--· ····- -- . --·· - --·- ·- u---- - ·-·· 

-qarties are joined as defendants, any defendant may in his answer allege a crossclaim ) . . . 

(_ ~a:inst any other defendant. A crossclaim ass~r~~d _a~a:ins:~ a co~fendant _nust be one 

exi.sting in favor of the defendant asserting the crossclaim and against another 

defendant, between whom a separate judgnent might be had in the action and shall be: 

(i) one arising out of the occurrence or transaction set forth in the corrplaint; or 

(ii) related to any property that is the subject matter of the action brought by 

plaintiff. 

(b) A crossclaim may include a claim that the defendant against whom it is 

asserted is liable or may be liable, to the defendant asserting the crossclaim for 

all or part of the claim asserted by the plaintiff. 

(c) An answer containing a crossclaim shall be served upon the parties who have 

appeared and who are joined under subdivision (4) of this rule. 

~--
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TO: 

FROM: 

RE: 

DATE: 

M E M O R A N D U M 

COUNCIL ON COURT PROCEDURES 

FRBD MERRILL 

PLEADING 

May 26, 1978 

Attached is a revised ver$ion of the PLEADING RULES reflec~ 
ting changes previously suggested by the Council, changes suggested 
by the pleading subcommittee and some staff revisions. The rules 
marked by asterisks have either been modified or require discussion 
by the full Council. 

Rules B(2) and H' 4). The subcommittee suggested that the 
draft of this section was not as clear as it should be. This re
draft is taken from New York CPLR 3011. The proper response of a 
party summoned under K(4) for a cross-claim is an answer; the 
proper response of a party summoned under K(4) for a counterclaim 
is a reply. The re-draft eliminates the court-ordered reply. 

The subcommittee also was not clear whether the prior recom-
1. mendation of the Council relating to the reply was that a reply 

would always be required where a plaintiff wished to plead new 
matter in avoidance of affirmative defenses or that a reply would 
be entirely at the option of the plaintiff unless a counterclaim 
was asserted. The present draft makes the reply optional. Under 
Rule H(4), if no reply is filed, any affirmative allegations in 
the plaintiff's complaint are taken as denied or "avoided." 

. ; 

Rule D(l). Several words were changed for clarity and the 
last sentence was eliminated because of the elimination of the 
court-ordered reply. 

Rule E(4). This section was not changed, but the subcommittee 
suggested that the last sentence should be considered carefully 
by the full Council. 

Rule F(l). The subcommittee added the second sentence. It 
was felt that this should be required to avoid having attorneys 
evade the ethical obligation by having clients sign pleadings. The 
last part of the third sentence of the prior d r aft was eliminated 
as unnecessary. The state would always have an attorney. The last 
clause was added to the fourth sentence and the word, "harrassment, " 
was added to the last sentence . 



Memo to Council 
May 26, 1978 

Page 2 

Rules G(3) and H(3). The subcommittee did not change the 
draft which reflects a change suggested by the Council, but a 
question was raised whether failure to plead relating to jury 
trial could be construed as a waiver of jury trial. The draft is 
intended to require assertions by the parties relating to issues 
to be tried by jury, and the sanction for failure to plead would 
be that the complaint or answer is subject to a motion. If no 
motion is made, however, no penalty results. The subcommittee was 
concerned (a) that it be clear that failure to plead does not 
constitute a waiver of jury trial and (b) there should be some 
way other than motion by an opponent to require an assertion of 
right to jury trial; if the requirement is for the benefit of the 
court in docketing, perhaps the court should be allowed to require 
the proper pleading of jury trial expectation. 

Rule I(3). The Council asked whether a private statute 
existed in Oregon. ORS 43.060 makes this distinction for purposes 
of evidence, and Article IV, Sec. 2~ of the Constitution, states 
that all laws are public unless the law states otherwise, sug
gesting that a statute could be private . 

Rule I(7). The language of the last sentence was changed . 
As originally drafted, the subcommittee felt this would suggest 
that an equivocal denial could not be subject to a motion. The 
vice of a negative pregnant rule is that assertions intended as 
denials are treated as admissions, and this is what the rule is 
intended to eliminate. 

Rule 1(10). This is ORS 13,070, which is a designation 
statute which was inadvertently omitted from the prior draft. 

Rule J(l). This rule was substantially modified to clarify 
the procedure for dealing with two different types of defenses 
which are incorp ated in the rule. Defenses (A) through (B) are 
technical defenses which may appear on the face of a pleading but 
are more frequently dependent on the existence of facts outside 
the pleading. If these facts did not appear on the face of the 
pleading, the defense was formerly raised by a plea in abatement , 
and the iourt decided the existence or non-existence of the facts , 

Defenses (H) and (F) go to the merits of the claim. For these 
defenses, the court cannot pass on the existence or non-existence 
of any facts but only whether the party has correctly pled facts . 
If an assertion is made that facts do not exist to support the 
claim or which . require a statute of limitation defense, this can 
only be considered in the context of a summary judgment and then 
the court only decides whether there is any factual dispute which 
must go to the jury. 
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The prior draft of this rule closely follows Federal Rule 
1 2(b). Uider that rule, the technical defenses are treated in the 
manner described above, but the zule is not clear as to the author
ity of the court to decide facts and the procedure to be followed 
in submitting the facts to the court. See 5 Wright and Miller, 
Sec. 1351, p. 565-567. The rule was re-drafted in the following 
respects: 

1. The defenses were re-ordered to put all technical defen
sis first, followed by the two defenses which are limited to the 
face of the pleading. 

2. The reference in subpart (D) to capacity appearing onlv 
on the face of the pleading was eliminated. If such a defense 
appears on the face of the pleading, it is raisable simply on 
motion but if it does not , evidence to establish the defense of 
capacity can be submitted and the court can pass upon it. 

3. The language of defenses (G) and (H) was modifi~d to 
show that such defenses could go only to material appearing on the 
face of that pleading. 

4. The next to the last sentence of the prior draft was 
eliminated as unnecessary. 

5. The last sentence of the prior draft was eliminated. 
Although this conversion to summary judgment provision is not 
required by the other modifications to the rule, the subcommittee 
suggested that a simpler way to handle the situation would be to 
require any party who wished to go beyond the face of the pleading 
to make a summary judgment motion. 

6 . The last sentence was added to specify the procedure for 
technical defenses which do not appear on the face of the plead
ing. 

Rule J (2 ) . The summary judgment conversion reference was 
deleted in accordance with the discussion under Rule J(l) above . 

Rule K(4). No change was made in this rule, but the subcom
mittee suggested that the full Council carefully consider the 
additional joinder procedure specified in this rule. 

Rule K(5). The words, "or upon the court's own motion," were 
added to give the court more flexibility to avoid confusion or 
prejudice to the original parties after impleader. 

Rule L (5). The last clause of the last section was stricken 
as it is a rule of appellate procedure . 
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Rule 0(3) . One of the Council members has suggested that 
this provision is confusing and unnecessary and should be elim
inated. 

The rules in the draft beginning with Rule Q (except for 
Rule V) have . not been considered by the pleading subcommittee. 
Since the pleading rules in the prior draft incorporated a large 
portion of Chapter 13, as well as the material in Chapter 16, 
these additional rules were drafted to incorporate the balance 
of the material in Chapter 13. The sources for these rules are 
as follows: 

Rule Q. This was the interpleader rule adopted b y the Council 
at the meeting in Pendleton. 

Rule R. This is ORS 13.220 to 13.390 which is the existing 
class action statute in Oregon. The Council has tentatively 
decided to make no changes. ORS 13.210 was eliminated as unneces
sary. ORS 13.400 and 13,410 should be retained as statutes since 
they relate to appeals. ORS 13 . 310 should be retained as a statute 
because it is an evidentiary statute. We should suggest that the 
Legislature amend this statute to refer to 11 the provisions of 
Sec. 10 of Rule R of the Oregon Rules of Civil Procedure," rather 
than to ORS 13.290. 

Rule S. This rule retains the Oregon intervention procedure 
specified by ORS 13.130. It differs from that statute in organiza
tion, recognition of mandatory statutory intervention and specifi
cation of procedure. 

S(l}. This is the second sentence of ORS 13.130. Since it 
defines intervention , it logically should be the first section. 

S(2). This is a new provision. Federal Rule 24 provides 
for both mandatory and permissive intervention. ORS 13.130 refers 
only to permissive intervention, but ORS 105,755, 105. 760. and 
373.060 appear to grant a right to intervene in certain cases. 
Other mandatory statutes may exist or may be adopted by the Legis
lature. Federal Rule 24 also provides for mandatory intervention 
where the intervenor's ability to protect his interests might be 
impaired by the action. This was not included. 

S ( 3) • This was the first sentence of ORS 13.130 and would 
retain .the present intervention procedure and case interpretation. 
The last sentence of the section is new and is taken from Federal 
Rule .2 4 (b ). 

S (4). This section is new. ORS 13.130 does not provide any 
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procedure and this has created some confusion, including whether 
intervention can be allowed ex parte and whether a motion is the 
proper procedure. The statute also refers to intervention by 
complaint which is inappropriate for a party seeking to intervene 
to defend. In practice, intervening defendants usually file 
answers anyway. See cases at 227 Or. 432, 223 Or. 17 and 186 Or . 
253. 

Rule T. This rule is basically the existing Oregon substitu
tion procedure as set out in 13.080. That statute was revised in 
1975 as recommended by the Oregon State Bar Procedure and Practice 
Committee to provide substitution of parties when a claim was 
transferred. The Oregon procedure is generally the same as Federal 
Rule 25 except that the federal rule provides no absolute time 
limit for substitution but only requires a motion for substitution 
90 days after suggestion of death on the record. 

7(1). This is ORS 13.080. The only change was the addition 
of the words, "if the claim survives or continues," in the first 
sentence. These words appeared in the original Oregon abatement 
statute but for some unexplained reason were omitted from the 1975 

\ Bar revision. They make clear that the rule refers only to the 
procedural question of abatement and does not deal with survival of 
the claim. There is . a separate statute, ORS 13.090, dealing with 
non-abatement after verdict. It seems unnecessary and was elimin
ated. 

T(2). This does not appear in the Oregon statute but was 
taken from Federal Rule 25(a)(2). 

T(3). This does not appear in the Oregon statute but comes 
from Federal Rule 25(d). Existing Oregon cases provide that the 
action does· not abate but continues in the name of the original 
official. The federal rule seems more flexible. 

T(4). This is a new section. There is some confusion in the 
case law relating to procedure for substitution. It is not clear 
who may make the motion; whether substitution may be ordered 
ex parte; and, if a motion is required, who must be served and how . 
This section specifies a procedure to cover all these questions. 

Rule U. This is Federal Rule 17(a) which appeared as Rule Q 
in the prior draft. Logically, this rule and Rule V which follows 
it should be inserted between Rules Mand Nin the final draft of 
the rules. 

Rule V . This rule is ORS 13.041 and 13.051 without change . 

FRM:gh. 



party may be designated by any name, and when his true name is 

discovered, the process and all pleadings and proceedings in the 

action may be am·ended by substituting the true name. 

I(9) Designation of unknown heirs in actions relating to real 

.P.,_roperty. When the heirs of any deceased person are proper parties 

defendant to any action re~ating to real property in this state, 

and the names and residences of such heirs are unknown, they may 

be proceeded against under the name and title of the •:unknown heirs" 

of the deceased. 

*I(lO) Designation of unknown claimants. In any action to 

determine any adverse claim, estate, lien or interest in real prop

erty, or to quiet title to real property,the plaintiff may include 

as a defendant in such action, and insert in the title thereof, in 

\ addition to the names of such persons or parties as appear of record 
,j 

to have, arii' other persons or parties who are known to have, some 

title , claim, estate, lien or interest in the real property in contro

versy, the following: "Also all other persons or parties unknown 

claiming any right, title , estate, lien or interest in the real 

property described 'in the complaint herein." 

J. DEFENSES AND OBJECTIONS - HOW PRESENTED - BY PLEADING OR MOTION -

MOTION FOR JUDGMENT ON THE PLEADINGS 

*J(l) How presented. Every defense, in law or fact, to a claim 

for relief in any pleading, whether a complaint, counterclaim, cross

claim, or third-party claim, shall be asserted in the responsive 

pleading thereto, except that the following defenses may at the 

option of the pleader be made by motion: (A) lack of jurisdiction 

./ over the subject matter, (B) lack of jurisdiction over the person, 

9 



( C) that there is another action pending between the same parties 

for the s ame cause, (D) that plaintiff . has not the legal capacity 

to sue, (E) insufficiency of process or insufficiency of service of 

process, (F) failure to join a party under Rule O, (G) failure to 

state ultimate facts sufficient to constitute a claim , and (H) that the 

pleading shows that the action has not been commenced within the 

time limited by statute. A motion making any of these defenses 

shall be made before pleading if a further pleading is permitted . 

The grounds upon which any of the enumerated defenses are based shall 

be stated specifically and with particularity in the responsive 

pleading or motion. No defense or objection is waiv~d by being 

joined with one or more other defenses or objections in a respon-

sive pleading or motion. If, on a motion asserting defenses (A) 

) 
,.. through (F) , the facts constituting such defenses do not appear on 

the face of the pleading and matters outside the pleading, includ

ing affidavits and other evidence, are presented to the court, all 

parties shall be given a reasonable opportunity to present evidence 

and affidavits and the court may determine the existence or non

existence of the facts supporting such defense or may defer such determination 

until further discovery or until trial on the merits. 

*J (2) Motion for judgment on the pleadings. After the pleadings 

are closed but within such time as not to delay the trial, any party 

may move for judgment on the pleadings . 

*J(3) Preliminary hearings . The defenses specifically denominated 

( A) through (H) in subdivision (I) of this Rule, whether made in a 

pleading or by motion and the motion for judgment on the pleadings 

mentioned in subdivision ( 2) of this Rule, shall be heard and deter

mined before trial on application o f any party, unless the court orders 

10 



that the hearing and determinatLon thereof be deferred until the 

trial. 

J (4) Motion to make more definite and certain. When the 

allegations of a pleading are so indefinite or uncertain that the 

precise nature of the charge, defense or reply is not apparent, upon 

motion made by a party before responding to a pleading, or if no 

responsive pleading is permitted by these rules upon motion by a 

party within 20 days after service of the pleading, or upon the 

court's own initiative at any time, the court may require the plead-

ing to be made definite and certain by amendment. If the motion is 

granted and the order of the court is not obeyed within lO days 

after notice of the order or within such other time as the court 

may fix, the court may strike the pleading to which the motion was 

~ 
1 directed or make such order as it deems just. 

,J 

J(S) Motion to strike. Upon motion made by a party before 

responding to a pleading or, if no responsive pleading is permitted 

by these rules, upon motion made by a party within 20 days after 

the service of the pleading upon him or upon the court ' s own 

initiative at any time, the court may order stricken: (A) any 

sham or frivolous or irrelevant pleading or defense; (B) any insuf

ficient defense or any sham, frivolous, irrelevant or redundant 

matter inserted in a pleading. 

J(6) Consolidation of defenses in motion. A party who makes 

a motion under this Rule may join with it any other motions herein 

provided for and then available to the party. If a party makes 

a motion under this Rule but omits therefrom any defense or objec

\ . 
\.J tion then available to the party which this Rule permits to be raised 

11 



by motion, the party shall not th~reafter make a moti6n based on 

the defense or objection so omitted , except a motion as provided 

in subdivision (7)~) of this Rule on any of the grounds there 

stated. 

J(7) Waiver . (a) A defense of lack of jurisdiction over the 

person, that a plaintiff has not legal capacity to sue, that there 

is another action pending between the same parties for the same 

cause, insufficiency of process, or insufficiency of service of 

process, is waived (i) if omitted from a motion in the circumstances 

described in sub division ( 6 ) of this Ru 1 e , or .(ii) if it is neither 

made by motion under this Rul• not included in -. a responsive plead

ing or an amendment thereof permitted by Rule L(l) to be made as a 

matter of course; provided, however, the defenses enumerated in 

subdivision (1) (B) and (E) of this Rule shall not be raised by 

amendment. 

(b) A defense of failure to state ultimate facts consituting 

a claim, a defense that the action has not been commenced within the 

time limited by statute, a defense of failure to join a party 

indispensable under Rule O, and an objection of failure to state 

a legal defense to a claim/4 may be made in any pleading permitted 

or ordered under Rule B(2) or by motion for judgment on the plead-

ings, or at the trial on the merits . The objection or defense , if 

made at trial,shall be disposed of as provided in Rule L(2) in 

light of any evidence that may have been received. 

(c) If it appears by motion of the parties or otherwise that 

the court lacks jurisdiction over the subject matter, the court 

shall dismiss the action. 

12 
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REVISIONS TO PLEADING RULES 

Page 1 

B(2) Pleadings allowed. Amended this section so that there would be no optional 
reply. 

Page 2 

D(2) Pleading after motion. Deleted clause, "or postpones its disposition until 
trial on the merits." 

Page 3 

E(l) Captions, names of parties. Changed cross reference to Rule B(l) to 
Rule B(2). 

Page 3a 

E(4) Adoption by reference; exhibits. Deleted the words, "or in any motion," 
from first sentence and deleted second sentence in its entirety. 

Page 4 

F(l) Subscription by party or attorney, certificate. Deleted sentence, "When a 
corporation, including a public corporation, is a party, and if the attorney does 
not sign the pleading, the subscriptior may be made by an officer thereof upon whom 
service of summons might be made·." 

Page 5 

G. COMPLAINT, COUNTERCLAIM, CROSS-CLAIM AND THIRD PARTY CLAIM. Deleted (3) which 
read, "a statement specifying whether the party asserts that the claim, or any 
part thereof, is triable of right by a jury." 

Page 6 

H(3) Assertion of right to jury trial. Deleted this paragraph in its entirety. 

H(4) - changed to H(3) - Effect of failure to deny. Amended to say that all 
affirmative matter in an answer would be taken as denied without a reply, but not 
"avoided." 



Page 9 

I(lO) Designation of unknown claimants. "Claimants" changed to "persons." 

J (7) (b). Inserted "or insufficiency of new matter in a reply to avoid a 
defense" after "to a claim" in the fifth line. This was not covered at the 
meeting, but having a reply for new 111atter requires modification of the 
motion and waiver rules. The proper way to attack new matter in a reply 
would be by -motion to strike and failure to make such motion would not waive 
the right to assert insufficiency to avoid a defense at trial. No change was 
necessary in J(5) on Page 11 because this would oe covered by the last clause 
in .1(5).(B} as "sham, frivolous, irrelevant or redundant matter inserted in a 
pleading." 

Page 15 

K(4) Joinder of additional parties. Deleted former wording of the draft 
( and substituted for it the language of existing ORS 13.180. 

Page 15a. New page because substituted language of K(4) required more space. 

Page 20 

0(3) Pleading reasons for nonjoinder. This was deleted, thus changing the 
numbering of Exception of class actions and State agencies, etc. 
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1- party may be design ated by any n ame, and when h is true name is 
\ 

discovered, the pro c ess and all plead i ngs and proceedings in t h e 

action may be amended by subst i tuting the true name . 

1(9) Designation of unknown heirs in actions relating to real 

p roperty . When the heirs of any deceased person are proper parties 

defendant to any action relating to real property in this state ~ 

and the names and residences of such heirs are unknown, they may 

be proceeded against under the name and title of the "unknown heirs" 

o f the deceased. 

I .(10) Designation of unknown persons . In any action to deter-

mi ne any adverse claim, estate, lien or interest in real property, 

or to quiet title to real property, the plaintiff may include as a 

defendant in such action, and insert in the title thereof, in addi-

\ tion to the names of such persons or parties as appear of record 

to have, and other persons or parties who are known to have, some 

title, clai~, estate, lien or interest in the real property in contra-

versy, the following: "Also all other persons or parties unknown 

claiming any right, title, estate, lien or interest in the real 

property described in the complaint herein." 

J. DEFENSES AND OBJECTIONS - HOW PRESENTED - BY PLEADING OR MOTION -

MOTION FOR JUDGMENT ON TRE PLEADINGS 

J(l) How pre~en ted. Every defens e , in law o r fa c t , t o a cl a i m 

for relief in any pleading, whether a complaint, counterclaim, cross

claim, or third-party claim, sha ll be asserted in the responsive 

pleading thereto, except that the following defenses may at the 
. 

option of the pleader be m~de by motion: (A) lack of juri sdict i on 

over the subject matter, (R) lack of jurisdiction over the person, 

9 
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r 
~ b.y mot ion, the party shall not th.ereaf ter make a -mot ion based on 

the defense or oojection so omitted, except a motion as provided 

in subdivision 7(b) of this Rule on any of the grounds there 

stated. 

J (.7} Waiver. (a) A defense of lack of jurisdiction over the 

person, that a plaintiff has not legal capacity to sue , that there 

is another action pending between the same parties for the same 

cause, insufficiency of process, or insufficiency of service of 

process, is waived (i) if omitted from a motion in the circumstances 

described in subdivision (6) of this Rule, or (ii) if it is neither 

made by motion under this Rule not included in a responsive plead

ing or an amendment th~reof permitted by Rule L(l) to be made as a 

matter of course; provided, however, the defenses enumerated in 

subdivision (1) (B) and CE) of this Rule shall not be raised by 

amendment. 

(o) A defense of failure to state ultimate facts constituting 

a claim, a defense that the action has not been commenced within the 

time limited by statute, a defense of failure to join a party 

indispensable under Rule 0, and an objection of failure to state 

a legal defense to a claim or insufficiency of new matter in a 

reply to avoid a defense, may be made in any pleading permitted or 

ordered under Rule B(2) or by motion for judgment on the pleadings , 

or at the trial on the merits. The objection or defense , if made 

at trial, shall be disposed of as provided in Ru l e L(2) in light 

of a ny evidence that may have been received. 

(c) If it appears by motion of the parties or otherwise that 

the court lacks jurisdiction over the subject matter , the court 

shall dismiss the action. 
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~ Section 21 A covers the form of asserting defenses to an oppoenents claim. 

At the pleaders 9ption these may be asserted in the answer or in --1:-he t°o!"ill of 

a motion to dismiss. ffxXRRXmNXiNRXXNX«ismissxisxmaaRXS~RRifiRxgXNMRNS 

The motion to dismiss~ performs the function of the former demurree or 

plea in abatement. XJ-1 Specific grounds for the motion (1) through (6) do 

not go to the merits and are a matter for determination by the court either 

on the face of a pleading or based upon factual material submitted to the 

court . Grounds (7) and (8) go to the merits and the court can only decide 

4 . (J y'<-, ... y1.-L i '-J. -
if a party has pled facts reqni ntd; th~ - tIBG--the.. 

face of the pleading ,_ If a party wishes to assert facts showing ~ - Lc•l~ 01L 

r~-;§ht to -~eem<.e-r this must be in the form of a summary judgement motion 

MR«RxxxMiRxXliliXXIUC or at trial. The-d.i-a-tinetie}.ci-4'; e-l-early ~~-
eneE:Of ~ filf~X¥Xx.NN.XKfrDrn:irn:x Whatever form is used 

(,...,.,, dL-/1.. ,,,_.,d...,....,-1._ 
to assert the defenses,~ the last sentence of section 21 A and Section 

21C the court has the flexibility to dispose of the matter in the most 

efficient *XliX manner . 

Th~rule eliminates the concept of special appearance and motions to 

quash . An objection of personal jurisdiction is treated as any other defense 

and waivable only under the provisions of section 21 G. 

The MExiNRsxxNxsx / rounds fvr motion to strike and motion to make 

more ~efinate and certain in Sections 21 D and E come from XKX ORS 16.100 

and 16.116 and not from the Federal Rule. 
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The e;;~solmdation and Waiver rules of Sections 21 F and Gare modeled upon 

the federal rule. NNxRxxkat fhe consolidation requirement applies to any 

motion made under this rule; This would include motions under 21 A, B, D and E 

but not summary judgment or other motions. Special treatment is 1iven to 
( and ......... ~~~Kls. summons or ro es.s,' 

defenses related to personal jurisclTci:iorlv, un er RN.IMX Section 21 G 4 

they may not be asserted in an amended pleading · 
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CHANGES MADE FOR AUGUST 12, 1978, DRAFT 

Page 3. Rule 1. Added "pending at the time of or" to last sentence, See 
July 28, 1978, minutes. 

Page 5. Rule 3. Modified first sentence. Deleted last sentence, See 
July 28, 1978, minutes. 

P.age 7. · Rule 4 D.(2). Inserted "distributed''. See July 28, 1978, minutes. 

*Page 9. Rule 4 J. Inserted Rule .4 J. , which is taken directly from the 
language of 59.155,and re-numbered succeeding sections. Although the provision 
a~pears in the Oregon Securities Law, it is a single contact jurisdictional 
statute. 

Page 10. -Rule 4 L. Inserted section 4 L. See minutes of July 28, 1978. 

*Page 14. Rule 6. Added the words, "insufficiency of summons or process or 
insufficiency of service of sunnnons or process", near the end of the first 
sentence. This language is more consistent with that in Rule 21. 

Ll~ge 17. Rule 7 C.(4). Eliminated paragraph (b) and renumbered (c). See 
inutes of July 28, 1978. Paragraph C.(4)(a) might be changed to say, "if 
ummons is served by any method other than publication ••• ", as the existing 
anguage may be too limited. 

Page 17~ Rule 7 D. Added, "or employee of nor attorney for any party, 
corporate or otherwise", to first sentence. See minutes of July 28, 1978. 

Page 18. Rule 7 D. Changed "shall" to "may" in next to last sentence. See 
minutes of July 28, 1978. 

Page 18. Rule 7 E.(1). Inserted "promptly" in first sentence. See minutes 
of July 28, 1978. 

'~Page 18. Rule 7 E. (2) (a). Changed (i) to conform to prohibition against 
employees and attorneys serving summons in Rule 7 D. and in both (i) and (ii) 
took out "and shall state such facts as show reasonable diligence in attempt
ing to effect personal service upon the defendant" and inserted "or describe 
in detail the manner and circumstances of service"t to conform to changes in 
7 F. ... 



Page 20. Rule 7 F.(l). Inserted new language from connnittee memorandum. See 
minutes of July 28, 1978. 

' · 

*Page 21. Rule 7 F. (3). Took out "shall" at end of sentence and added "either 
within or without this state may be substantially", to conform to change in 
F. (1) . 

Page 21. Rule 7 F. (3) (a) (ii). Took out "if with reasonable diligence the 
defendant cannot be served under subparagraph (i) of this paragraph" and 
added "if defendant cannot be found personally at defendant's dwelling house 
or usual place of abode." See minutes of July 28, 1978. 

*Page 23. Rule 7 F.(3)(d)(ii). Eliminated former F.(3)(d)(ii) and redrafted 
entire paragraph to provide three alternatives if registered agent, etc. , 
cannot be found in county. See minutes of July 28~ 1978. 

Page 24. Rule 7 ·F. (3) (c). Eliminated f.ormer Rule F. (3) (e) relating to partner
ships and renumbered succeeding sections, Eliminated last sentence of renumbered 
F.(3)(c), See minutes of July 28, 1978. 

*Page 24. Rule 7 G.(1). Eliminated first clause of sentence and inserted new 
first clause from trial committee memorandum. See minutes of July 28, 1978. 

Page 25. Rule 7 G. (2). Changed "45 days" to "30 days". See minutes of July 28 , 
1978. 

Page 25. Rule 7 G.("3). Changed 11with intervals of at least seven days between 
each successive publication to 11in succcessive calendar weeks." See minutes of 
July· 28, 1978. 

*l? age 25. Rule 7 G. (5) • Took out words, 11wi th due diligence". See minutes of 
July 28, 1978. 

Page 26. Rule 7 H. Took out words, "the manner of service of summons11 , in first 
sentence . See minutes of July 28, 1978. 
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Page 31. Rule 9 B. Eliminated pronouns and changed "of suitable age and 
description" to "over 14 years of age" and inserted "apparently" before 
"in charge" in last sentence. See minutes of July 28, 1978. 

Page 32. · Rule 9 E. Eliminated last clause of first sentence and inserted 
"the time of day" in second sentence. See minutes of July 28, 1978. 

Page 34. Rule 10. Eliminated former section 10 B. and renumbered succeeding 
sections . See minutes of July 28, 1978. 

*Page 38. Rule 15 A. This section was extensively redrafted because the 
elimination of the possibility of joining a party to respond to a cross
claim from Rule 22 made much of the language superfluous and there was no 
reference to time to move against a reply. 

*Page 38. Rule 15 C. This was formerly a subsection of 15 B. but was 
changed to a separate section as it applies to any amended pleading, not just 
amended pleading after motions. 

*Page 41. Rule 17. Changed "must" to "may" in first sentence. "Must" did 
not fit the context . 

*Page 44. Rule 19 C. Added "except allegations in a reply to a counterclaim 
which shall be taken as denied or avoided 11 at the end of the section. When 
this section was revised to require a reply to assert new matter in avoidance 
of defenses, the reference to allegations in a pleading to which no responsive 
pleading is required being "avoided" was eliminated. A reply to a counterclaim 
serves the same function as an answer to a complaint, but there is no further 
pleading. A counterclaiming defendant might wish to avoid rather -than deny 
defenses in the reply. 

*Page 48. Rule 21 A.(5). Changed "process" to "summons or process". 

*Pages 49 and 50. Rule 21 D. and E. Changed 20 days to 10 days in both sec
tions to be consistent with Rule 15 A. 
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*Page 57. Rule 23 D. Added last sentence. The sentence is in ORS 16.400(2), 
which became 23 E. This may be a codification mistake as it appears intended 
to apply to any order to strike and should apply under these rules to pleading 
over after any motion. See ORS 16.330. 

*Page 58. Rule 23 F. Changed "complaint" to "pleading". Application of the 
section is not limi.ted to complaints. 

*Page 64. Rule 29 A. Added next to last sentence. For some reason the pro
cedure when a necessary plaintiff refuses to join was dropped from this rule. 
It is covered by both Federal Rule 19 (a) and ORS 13.170. The language used 
comes from the ORS section. 

*Page 66. Rule 31. Changed "avers" to "alleges" in the second sentence and 
"statute" to "rule or statute" at the end of the last sentence. 

Page 82 . Rule 36 B.(2). Substituted new subsection. See minutes of July 28, 
1978. 

Page 84. Rule 36 B. (4). Inserted approved subsection on experts. See minutes 
of July 28, 1978. 

*Page 101. Rule 39 G. (1). Changed "writing" to "transcription" near end of 
second sentence. 

*Page 110. Rule 42 B.(10). This subsection was added. We previously were 
holding 16.470 as a possible rule if no interrogatories were included in the 
rule. The description of what could be secured by interrogatory .in B.(J) 
through B.(9) did not clearly cover details on an account. 

Page 118. Rule 45. Made changes approved by Council. See minutes of 
July 28, 1978. 
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Page 122. Rule 46 A. (2). Added referenc·e to failure to provide insurance 
policy under Rule 36 B.(2). See minutes of July 28, 1978. 

*Page 129. Rule 51 D. Changed 11both parties" to "all parties". 

*Page 133. Rule 54 B.(2) and (3). Subsection B.(2) is ORS 18.260. It was 
inadvertently omitted from the earlier draft of this rule. The last sentence 
of former section 54 B. became subsection B.(3). 

*Page 142. Rule 55 H. (2) (b). In subparagraph (ii) the words, "before whom ••• 
is to he taken", were removed and "administering the oath for" were inserted 
to conform to Rule 38. 

Page 153. Rule 58 A. 
for trial" from H. (2). 

Eliminated subsection A.(1) and "when a suit -is called 
Added "by the court". See minutes of July 28, 1978. 

Page 153. Rule 58 B. Changed the order of subsections B. (4) and B. (5) . See 
minutes of July 28, 1978. 

Page 156. Rule 59 B. In third sentence changed "givenn to "read" and elimina
ted "as written, without any oral explanation or addition11 • See minutes of 
July 28, 1978. 

Page 157. Rule 59 C.(5). 
"shall" in first sentence. 

Changed "may either decide in the jury box or" to 
See minutes of July 28, 1978. 

Page 158. Rule 59 D. Added words, "either orally or in writing", to second 
sentence. See minutes of July 28, 1978. 

Page 159. Rule 59 G.(1) and (5) . Changed, " •. he or she shall, on being re
quired, declare the same. The verdict shall be in writing.n to " ... it shall be 
read" in the last sentence of G.(1). See minutes of July 28, 1978. 
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Page 161. Rule 60. Inserted trial committee rule J. as this rule. Eliminated 
connna and added ''or" between "59 C. (2)" and "the" in third line. See minutes 
of July 28, 1978. 

Page 170. Rule 63 E. Added section recommended by trial commi-ttee and re
numbered succeeding section. See minutes of July 28, 1978. 

Page 173. Rule 64; Subsection H. eliminated • . See minutes of July 28, 1978. 
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C<l1MENT 

Except for sections 20 F. and G., these rules are based upon 
existing Oregon statutes. Section 20 F. coIIEs from Federal Rule 9 (d) 
and section 20 G. is new and designed to eliminate sOIIE archaic plead
ing rules that rermin in old Oregon case law. Section 20 A. , based on 
Utah Rule of Procedure 9(c), is similar to ORS 16 .480, except that the 
defendant must specifically allege the condition precedent not per
forrred and the language makes it clear that the burden of proof rermins 
with the plaintiff. Section;tG)H. has the sarre effect as ORS 13.020, 
but the clearer language from Alabama S1J1p'ilSfiWi'Q Coa 1;i;t Rul~ d. 
()A.~ .,, . s~ C,JILS f,./c ..,/,. .. le.ti ,5f/,~./ Ir,~ 

RULE 21 

DEFENSES AND OBJECTIONS; HOW PRESENTED; BY 
PLEADTI\JG OR IDI'ION; IDI'ION FOR JUDGMENT ON THE 

PLEADINGS 

A. How presented. Every defense, in law or fact, to a claim for 

relief in any pleading, w::iether a corrplaint , counterclaim, cross-claim, 

or third-party claim, shall be asserted in the responsive pleading 

thereto,except that the fol l owing defenses may at the option of the 

pleader be made by IIDtion: (1) lack of jurisdiction over the subject 

matter, (2) lack of jurisdiction over the person, (3) that there is 

another action pending between the sarre parties for the sarre cause, 

(4) that plainti ff has not the legal capacity to sue, (5) insufficiency 

of sUITIIDns or process or insufficiency of service of sUITIIDns or process, 

(6) failure to join a party under Ru.le 29, (7) failure to state ulti

mate facts sufficient to constitute a claim, and (8) that the pleading 

shows that the action has not been coIIIIer1ced within t he tiIIE limited by 

statute. A IIDtion rnaking any of these defenses shall be made before 

pleading if a further pleading is permitted. Tne grounds upon which 

I• I 
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any of the er11.1rrerated defenses are based shall be stated specifically 

and with particularity in the responsive pleading or notion. No de

fense or objection is waived by being joined with one or I!Dre other 

defenses or objections in a responsive pleading or notion. If, on a 

nntion asserting defenses (1) through (6) , the facts consti tuting such 

defenses do not appear on the face of the pleading and matters outside 

the pleading, including affidavits and other evidence, are presented 

to the court , all parties shall be given a reasonable opportunity to 

present evidence and affidavits and the court may determine the existence 

or non-existence of the facts supporting such defense or may defer such 

determination until further discovery or until trial on the rrerits. 

B. 1'btion for judgrrent on the pleadings. After the pleadings 

are closed but within such tine as not to delay the trial, any party 

may nove for j udgpa1.t on the pleadings . 

C. Preliminary hearings . The defenses specifically denominated 

(1) through (8) in section j of this rule, whether made in a pleading 

or by notion and the notion for judgpa1.t on the pleadings rrentioned in 

section B. of this Rule, shall be heard and determined before trial on 

application of any party, unless the court orders that the hearing and 

determination thereof be deferred until the trial. 

D. 1'btion to IIEke nore definite and certain. When the allega

tions of a pleading are so indefinite or uncertain that the precise 

nature of the charge, defense or reply is not apparent, upon ITDtion 

made by a party before responding to a pleading, or if no responsive 
tD 

pleading is -permitted by these rules upon ITDtion by a party within ZJ 

days after service of the pleading, or upon the court's own initiative 

,J f. l 
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at any time, the court may require the pleading to be made definite and 

certain by ammdm2nt. If the notion is granted and the order of the 

court is not obeyed within 10 days after notice of the order or within 

such other time as the court ma.y fix, the court rray strike the pleading 

to which t he rrotion was directed or rrake such order as it deems just. 

E. 1-btion to strike. Upon TIDtion rm.de by a party before res

ponding to a pleading or, if no responsive pleading is permitted by 

these rules, upon TIDtion made by a party within I days after the service 

of the pleading upon him or upon the court's own initiative at any time, 
I 

the court may order stricken: C-..) any sham or frivolous or irrelevant 
z. 

pleading or defense; (f) any insufficient defense on or any sham, 

frivolous, irrelevant or redundant matter inserted in a pleading. 

F. Consolidation of defenses in TIDtion. A party who makes a 

TIDtion under this rule may join with it any other TIDtions herein pro

vided for and then available to the party. If a party nEkes a rrotion 

under this rule but omi.ts therefrom any defense or objection then 

available to the party which this rule permits to be raised by notion, 

the party shall not thereafter nEke a rrotion based on the defense or 

objection so onri.tted , except a TIDtion as provided in subsection G. (2) 

of this rule on any of the grounds there stated. 

G. Waiver . (1) A defense of lack of jurisdiction over the 

person, that a plaintiff has not legal capacity to sue, that there 

is another adtion pending between the sane parties for the sarre cause, 

insufficiency of sUITIIDns or process, or insufficiency of service of 

sUITIIDns or process, is waived (a) if omitted from a notion in the cir

cumstances described in section F. of this rule, or (b) if it is neither 

made by notion under this rule nor included in a r esponsive pleading 

'1 I 
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or an arrendrrent thereof pernri.tted by Rule 23 A. to be ffi:l.de as a matter 
e1-~-.~~d, 

of course; provided, however, the defensc"lteJ in SUQ8@cti.ons 
'-------- · I '(UM"'-\ ,+. 01-S. 

~ (2) and ( ffl ofvtbis rule shall not be raised by arnendrrent. 

G. (2) A defense of failure to state ultiffi:l.te facts constituting 

a claim, a defense that the action has not been corrrrenced within the 

tine limited by statute, a defense of failure to join a party indis

pensable lD:lder Rule 29, and an objection of failure to state a legal 

defense to a claim or insufficiency of new ffi:l.tter in a reply to avoid 

a defense, ffi:l.Y be ffi:l.de in any pleading pernri.tted or ordered lD:lder 

Rule 13 B. or by IIDtion for judgment on the pleadings, or at the trial 

on the rrerits. The objection or defense, if ffi:l.de at trial, shall be 

disposed of as provided in Rule 23 B. in light of any evidence that may . 

have been received. 

G. (3) If it appears by IIDtion of the parties or otherwise that 

the court lacks jurisdiction over the subject ffi:l.tter, the court shall 

dismiss the action. 

BACKGROUND NOIB 

ORS sections superseded: 16.100, 16.110, 16.130, 16.140, 16 .150, 
16.250, 16.260, 16.270, 16.280, 16.320, 16.330, 16.340. 

·coMMENT 

While the Colfilcil wished to retain fact pleading, it also wanted 
to curb excessive use of IDJtions for purposes of harassrrent and delay. 
The legislature has already IIDved in this direction by providing that 
the pleadings not go to the jury. See, Rule 59. Retention of fact 
pleading does not autOffi:l.tically rrean retention of existing IIDtion prac
tice. 1bis rule is designed to reduce the tine spent on IIDtions 
through sirrplification of procedure and a preclusion rule that requires 
assertion of all grolD:lds for dismissal lD:l<ler this rule, which are raisable 
by nntion, in a single nntion. Although the structure of this rule is 
based upon Federal Rule 12, much of the language used was drawn from 
Oregon ORS sections or drafted to fit Oregon practice. 



Section 21 A. covers the form of asserting defenses to an op
ponent's claim. At the pleader's option, these may be asserted in the 
answer or in a rrotion to dismiss. The notion to dismiss perfonns the 
ftmction of the forrrer derrn.rrrer or plea in abaterrent. Specific grotm.ds 
for the rrotion, (1) through (6), do not go to the rrerits and are a 
matter for detennination by tl:ecourt either on the face of a pleading 
or based upon factual material submitted to the court. Grmm.ds (7) and 
(8) go to the rrerits and the court can only decide if a party has pled 
properly. If a party wishes to assert facts showing lack or rrerit, this 
IDJSt be in the form of a surrmary judgrrent rrotion or at trial. Whatever 
form is used to assert the defenses, under the last sentence of section 
21 A. and under section 21 C. , the court has the flexibility to dispose 
of the matter in the rrost efficient manner. This rule eliminates the 
concept of special appearance and rrotions to quash. An objection of 
personal jurisdiction is treated as any other defense and waivable 
only under the provisions of section 21 G. 

The grounds for rrotion to strike and rrotion to make rrore definite 
and certain in sections 21 D. and E. cone from ORS 16.100 and 16.110 
and not from the federal rule. 

The consolidation and waiver rules of sections 21 F. and G. are 
rrodeled upon the federal rule. The consolidation requireJD:=nt applies 
to any rrotion made under this rule; this would include rrotions under 
21 A., B., D., and E., but not sllIIffi'3.ry judgrrent or other rrotions. 
Special treat::rrent is given to defenses related to personal jurisdiction 
and surrnons or process; under section 21 G. (f), they may not be asser~ 
in an amended pleading. / 1 '- ,/1~-ffi, _ ~ 
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Except for sections 20 F. and G. , these rules are based upon 
existing Oregon statutes. Section 20 F. COIIES from Federal Rule 9 (d) 
and section 20 G. is new and designed to eliminate sone archaic plead
ing rules that remain in old Oregon case law. Section 20 A., based on 
Utah Rule of Procedure 9(c), is ~irnilar to ORS 16 .480, except that the 
defendant m.JSt specifically allege the condition precedent not per
forned and the language imkes it clear that the burden of proof remains 
with the plaintiff. Section 20 H. has the sane effect as ORS 13.020, 
but the clearer language from Alabami Rule of Civil Procedure 9(h) was 
used. ORS 16. 540 was eliminated. 

RULE 21 

DEFENSES AND OBJECTIONS; HOW PRESENTED; BY 
PLEADING OR IDrION; MJITON FOR Jl.JDG1ENl' Q.~ THE 

PLEAD1NGS 

A. How presented. Every defense , in law or fact, to a claim for 

relief in any pleading, whether a ~laint, counterclaim, cross-claim, 

or third-party claim, shall be asserted in the responsive pleading 

thereto,except that the following defenses m:1y at the option of the 

pleader be made by mtion: (1) lack of jurisdiction over the subject 

matter, (2) lack of jurisdiction over the person, (3) that there is 

another action pending between the sane parties for the sarre cause, 

(4) that plaintiff has not the legal capacity to sue, (5) insufficiency 

of summns or process or insufficiency of service of SUlllIDilS or process , 

(6) failure to join a party under Rule 29, (7) failure to state ulti-

1m.te facts sufficient to constitute a claim, and (8) that the pleading 

shows that the action has not been comrenced within the tine limi.ted by 

statute. A mtion making any of these defenses shall be n:ade before 

pleading if a further pleading is permitted. The grounds upon which 
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any of the emmerated defenses are based shall be stated specifically 

and with particularity in the responsive pleading or IIDtion. No de

fense or objection is waived by being joined with one or IIDre other 

defenses or objections in a responsive pleading or IIDtion. If, on a 

nntion asserting defenses (1) through (6), the facts constituting such 

defenses do not appear on the face of the pleading and matters outside 

the pleading, including affidavits and other evidence, are presented 

to the court, all parties shall be given a reasonable opportunity to 

present evidence and affidavits and the court may determine the existence 

or non-existence of the facts supporting~ defense or may defer such 

determination until further discovery or until trial on the nerits. 

are closed but within such ti.De as not to delay the trial, any party 

may TIDve for judgnent. on the pleadings. 

C. Preliminary hearings. The defenses specifically denominated 

(1) through (8) in section A. of this rule, whether nade in a pleading 

or by IIDtion and the mtion for j, tdgp:ent on the pleadings nentioned in 

section B. of this Rule. shall be heard and determined before trial on 

application of any party, unless the court orders that the hearing and 

determination thereof be deferred tm.til the trial. 

D. ?-btion to make nore definite and certain. When the allega

tions of a pleading are so indefinite or uncertain that the precise 

nature of the charge, defense or reply is not apparent, upon IIDtion 

nade by a party before resfX.)Il.ding to a pleading, or if no responsive 

pleading is permitted by these rules upon IIDtion by q, party within 10 

days after service of the pleading, or upon the court's own initiative 
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at any time, the court nay require the pleading to be mide definite and 

certain by aI.lEilC:1mmt. If the mtion is granted and the order of the 

court is not obeyed within 10 days after notice of the order or within 

such other t:ima as the court mlY fix, the court may strike the pleading 

to v.hl.ch the notion was directed or make such order as it dee:m just. 

E. 1-btion to strike. Upon notion nede by a party before res

ponding to a pleading or, if no responsive pleading is permitted by 

these rules, upon notion nede by a party within 10 days after the service 

of the pleading upon him or upon the court's own initiative at any t:ima, 

the court may order stricken: ( l) any sham or frivolous or irrelevant 

plea.ding or defense; ( 2) any insufficient defense on or any sham, 

frivolous , irrelevant or redundant matter inserted in a pleading. 

F. Consolidation of defenses in notion. A party who makes a 

notion under this rule IIBY join with it any other notions herein pro

vided for and then available to the party. If a party mtlces a notion 

tmder this rule but omits therefrom any defense or objection then 

available to the party v.hl.ch this rule permits to be raised by m:,tion, 

the party shall not thereafter make a m:,tion based on the defense or 

objection so omi.tted, except a notion as provided in subsection G. (2) 

of this rule on any of the grounds there stated. 

G. Waiver. (1) A defense of lack of jurisdiction over the 

person, tliat a plaintiff has not legal capacity to sue, that there 

is another adtion pending between the same parties for the same cause, 

insufficiency of StmIDl'lS or process, or insufficiency of service of 

SU!IIIDI1S or process, is waived (~) if omi.tted from a nption in the cir

cumstances described in section F . of this rule, or (b) if it is neither 

made by notion under this rule nor included in a responsive pleading 
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or an airendnelt thereof permitted by Rule 23 A. to be made as a natter 

of course; provided, however, the defenses ·denominated (2) and (5) of 

section A. of this rule shall not be raised by arrendrrent. 

G. (2) A defense of failure to state ultimate facts constituting 

a claim, a defense that the action has not been ccmmmced within the 

time limited by statute, a defense of failure to join a party indis

pensable under Rule 29, and an objection of failure to state a legal 

defense to a claim or insufficiency of new matter in a reply to avoid 

a defense, may be nade in any pleading permltted or ordered under 

Rule 13 B. or by IIDtion for judgnent on the pleadings, or at the trial 

on the IIErits. The objection or defense, if made at trial, shall be 

disposed of as provided in Rule 23 B. in light of any evidence that may 

have been received. 

G.(3) If it appears by nntion of the parties or otherwise that 

the court lacks jurisdiction over the subject matter, the court shall 

dismiss the action. 

· ORS sections stterseded: 16.100, 16.110, 16.130, 16.140, 16.150, 
16.250, 16.260, 16.27~ 16.280, 16.320, 16.330, 16.340. 

While the Council wished to retain fact pleading, it also wanted 
to curb excessive use of nntions for purposes of barassnent and delay. 
The legislature has already DDVed in this direction by providing that 
the pleadings not go to the jury. See, Rule 59. Retention of fact 
pleading does not automatically tman retention of existing nntion prac
tice. 'Ibis rule is designed to reduce the time spent on DDtions 
through sinplification of procedure and a preclusion rule that requires 
assertion of all grounds for dismissal tmder this rule, which are raisable 
by notion, in a single nntion. Although the structure of this rule is 
based upon Federal Rule 12, DUJCh of the language used was drawn from 
Oregon ORS sections or drafted to fit Oregon practice. 
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Section 21 A. covers the form of asserting defenses .to an op
ponent's claim. At the ·pleader's option, these nay be asserted in the 
answer or in a notion to dismiss. The mtion to dismiss performs the 
function of the forner deaurrer or plea in abatemmt. Specific grounds 
for the IIDtion, (1) through (6), do not go to the nerits and are a 
matter for detenni.nation by tlecourt either on the face of a pleading 
or based upon factual material submitted to the court. Grounds (7) and 
(8) go to the ire.rits and the court can only decide if a party has pled 
properly. If a party wishes to assert facts showing lack or IIErit, this 
m.ISt be in the form of a summry judgn:ent IIDtion or at trial. Whatever 
form is used to assert the defenses, under the last sentence of section 
21 A. and under section 21 C. , the court has the flexibility to dispose 
of the matter in the IIDst efficient manner. This rule eliminates the 
concept of special appearance and notions to quash. k:1 objection of 
personal jurisdiction is treated as any other defense and waivable 
only under the provisions of section 21 G. 

The grounds for mtion to strike and mtion to make mre definite 
and certain in sections 21 D. and E. cone from ORS 16 .100 and 16 .110 
and not from the federal rule. 

The consolidation and waiver -rules of sections 21 F. and G. are 
IIDdeled upon the federal rule. The consolidation requiremant applies 
to any IIDtion ma.de under this rule; this v;ould include IIDtions under 
21 A. , B. , D. , and E. , but not sumnary jud.gmmt or other notions. 
Special treat:aEnt is given to defenses related to personal jurisdiction 
and sumons or process; under section 21 G. (l), they may not be asserted 
for the first t:iIM in an anaided pleading. 
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RULE 2J. 

JD'ENSES AND OBJECITCNS; HJW PRESENmD; BY 
PLEADmG OR M'.lTICN; IDnCE ]OR JUDG£NT CN 'lliE 

Pl.EADINGS 

A. HOi1 presented. ~:cy defense, in law or fact, to a 

claim for :relief in any pleading, w.ie.ther a coapl.aint, comter:.. 

claim., cross-claim, or tm.rd-party claim, shall be asserted :in 

the msponsive pleading thereto, except tilat the following de ... 

fenses m:ty at the option of the pleader be nade by IIDtion: (1) 

lack of jurisdiction over the subject mtter, (2) lack of Jl:JI' ... 

isdi.ction over the person, (3) that there is another action pend

ing between the sama parties for the smm cause, ( 4) that plain

tiff has not the legal capacity to sue, (5) insufficiency of sua

IIJXlS or process or insufficiency of service of summns or pmesss, 

(6) failure to join a party under Rule 29, (7) failure to state 

ult:iIDate facts sufficient tD constitute a cl aim_. and (8) that the 

pleading shavs that the action has not been conmmced wi.thln the 

tine l:imi.ted by statute. A mti.on making any of these defenses 

shall be made before pleading if a further pleading is peDIIi.tted. 

'lhe grounds upon which any of the emmarated ciafenses am based 

shall be stated specifically acd with particularity in the :respon

sive pleading or mtion. No defense or objection is waived by 

being joined 'With a1e or mre other defenses or objections in a 

responsive pleading or IIDtion. If, en a mtion asserting defenses 

(1) througµ (6), the facts caistituting such defenses do not ap

pear on the face of the pleading and mtters outside the pleading, 

:including affidavits and other evidence, are presented to the C01Jrt, 
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all parties shall be given a reasonable opportunity to present 

eviQ:!lce and affidavits aid the a:rurt my ciatel.'mine the exis

tmce or nm-existence of the facts supporting such dafense or 

nay ci:?fer such datermination tntil further discovery or mtil 

trial m the IIEt'its. 

B. Mltion for j'lld.pp:elt ai the pleadings. After the 

pleadings are closed but within such tine as not to delay the 

trial, aey party nay mve :fbr judguent en the pleadings. 

c. Preliminary hearings. 'l1ie ci!fenses specifically 

denaninated (1) through (8) in section A. of this ntl.e, whether 

mde in a pleading or by m::,ticn aid the mtion for judgnpnt en 

the pleadings nenticned in secticn B. of this Rl.lle, shall be 

heard and d:!termined before trial m applicaticn of any ·party, 

utless the court orders that the l2arlng and ci:?terminaticn 

themof be deferred u:itil the trial. 

D. M:>tion to lIEke mre definite and certain. ~ the 

allegations of a plPsdin.g are so indefinite or u:icerta:in that 

the precise nature of the dla:rge, defense or mply is rot appar

mt, upon mticn IIBCE by a party before responding to a plea.ding, 

or if no respaisive pleading is permitted by these nil.es upon 

mt:icn by a party wit:h:in 10 days after service of the pleading, 

or upon the court's CHl initiative at any tilie, the court may re

quire the pleading to be IIBde definite and certain by aaendment. 

If the DDtian is granted and the order of the court is rot obeyed 

within 10 days after rotice of the order or with:in such other t::iJJe 

as the court my fix, the court my strike the pleading to widl 

the mticn was directed or make such order as it deeIIs just. 
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E. M:>tian to strike. Upon mtial made by a party 

before responding to a pleading ar, if no respa15i ve pleading 

is permitted by these ml.es, upon IIDticn made by a party withln 

10 days after de service of the pleading upcn such party or 

qxxi the court's a,n initiative at a:iy t::i.D2, the court T1BJ 

arder stricken: (1) any sham or frivolous or irrele~t plead

ing or defense; (2) any insufficient defense en or any sham, 

frivolous, irrelevant ar mdundant matter :inserted in a plead-

ing. 

F. Caisolidaticn of defenses in notion. A party ~ 

nates a IIDti..at uider this rule may join with it any other mti.ons. 

rmein provided for a1.d tlsl available to the party. If a party 

nekes a nctiai mder this rule but am.ts therefrom aey defense or 

oojecticn then available to the party mi.ch this rule pemdts to 

be raised by notion, the party shall not thereafter 1IBke a mticn 

based en the defense or objection so aJJi.tted, except a mti.on as 

provided :in subsectiai G. (2) of tnis rule a1 any of the g:romds 

there stated. 

G. Waiver or preservaticn of certa:in defenses. (1) A de

fense of lack of juri.sdicticn over the person, that a pla:intiff 

has not legal capacity to S\2, that thexe is another actiai pending 

be~ the same parties for the sane cause, insufficiency of sun

m:DS or process , or insufficiency of service of sumJDnS or process, 

is waived (a) if aJJi.tted from a mtion in the circuastances 
. 

described in section F. of this rule, or (b) if it is neither made 

by tmticn mder this rule ror _included in a :responsive pleading 

or an BZIEndn:ent thereof pemd.tted by Rule 23 A. to be made as a 
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matter of course; provided; ~ver, the defenses denominated 

(2) and (5) of sectiai A. of this rule shall not be raised by 

aIBldaent. 

G. (2) A defense of failu:ce to state ultimate facts coosti

tuting a claim, a defense that the acticn has mt been coiiieteed 

within the tinE limited by statute, a defense of failu:ce to join a 

party indispensable Ulder Rule 29, and an objection of failure to 

state. a legal cefense to a claim or msufficiency of new uatter in 

amply to a\10id a defense, may be DBde in any pleading pennitted 

or ordered mder Rule 13 B. or. by noticn for judgaent en the plead

ings, or at the trial en the nerits. 'Ihe oojection or defense, 

if made at trial, shall be disposed of as provided in Rule 23 B. in 

light of any evidence that nay have been received. 

G.(3) If it appear.; by noticn of the parties or otnem.se 

that the oourt lacks jurisdictial over the subject 1JBtter, the 

court shall dismiss the actien. 

BACI<GROUND ID1E 

<ES secticns ~rseded: 16.100, 16.110, 16.130, 16.140, 
16.150, 16.250, l6.2~l6.270, 16.280, 16.320, 16.330, 16.340. 

CXlffNI' 

\.hi.le the C,ouncil wished to mtain fact pleading, it al.so 
wanted to cucb excessive \Se of IIDtions for purposes of harassmmt 
and delay. 'Iba legislatuJ:e has already lIDVed in this di.rectial by 
providing that the pleadin~ mt gp to the jury. See, Rule 59. Re
tent:im of fact pleading tbes not autanatically tEan retenticn of 
existing mtiai practice. 'lli:i..s rule is desipd to mduce the tim 
spent a,, IIDt:ions tru:ough s:i.n:plification of procedure and a preclu
sicn rule that z:equues asserticn of all grou:i.ds for dismi.ssal under 
this rule, wch are raisable by mtion, in a single mtiai. Although 
the structure of this rule is based upcn Federal Rule 12, tl1ldl of 
the language used was dra,,n from ORS sections or drafted to fit Oregon 
practice. 
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Section 21-A. covers the fo:on of asserting defenses to an 
opponent's : claim, At. the pleader~·s . option, · these rmy be · asser-
ted in the. answer or · in a mtion to dismiss. '!he nod.on to dis
miss performs the. function of the fomer deliilrrer-or plea in 
abat:enent. · Specific grounds for the IIOtion, (l) th:rough "(6) , oo 
rot go tD the ner.i.ts and are a natter fur deteimi.nation by the 
court either en the face of a ple.ading or based q>cm factual 
material submitted to tile court. Groulds (7) and (8) ~ to t:he 
IIErits and the cnurt can mly decide if a party has pled prop
erly. If a party wishes to assert facts showing lack or. nerit, · 
tbs mJSt be :in the form of a su:mmy judgmmt mticm or at trial. 
l-batever form is used to assert the defenses, tnder the lat 
sentence of seed.en 21 A. and mder section 21 C. , the court has 
the flexibility to dispose of the natter in the IIDst efficient 
namer. '1his rule eliminates the concept of special appearance 
and IIDtions to quash. kl objection of personal jurisdiction is 
treated as aey other defense and is wa.i vable cru.y mder the pm
visions of section 21 G. 

'lhe grounds for IIDtion to strike and DDtion to tmke IIDre 
definite and certain in sections 21 D. and E. a::m:e from ORS 
16.100 and 16.110 and rot from the federal rule. Note, the 
m:,tion to strike is used to challenge the suffi.ci.ency of a de
fense or new natter asserted :in amply to avoid a defense, and 
replaces the fomer dem.Jrrer to an answer or a reply. 

'll1e consolidation and waiver rules of secti.ais 21 F. and G. 
are 1IDdeled qxn the :federal rule. 'lhe consolidation requirenent 
applies to sny mti.on IIB.de under tflis rule; this ~d include 
notions Ulder 21 A., B., D., and E., but not sumna:ry judgtJEIIt or 
other mtions. Special treatoent is gi. ven to defenses related to 
personal jurisdiction and SUIIIIDilS or process; U'lder section 21 G. (1), 
they may mt be asserted for the first t:i.IIe :in an amnded pleading. 

RDIE 22. 

CCXJNIERCLAOO, CIDSS-cLAOO AND 
'!HIRD PARIY ClAD5 

A. c.ounterclains. Each defendant my set furth as mmy 

CO\llterclaims, both legal and equitable, as such defendant my 

have against the plaintiff. 

B. Cross:.claim against codefendant. (1) In any action or 

proceeding wiere tt«> or mi:e parties are joined as defendants, any 

defendant my in his rnr alleaa a cmss-claim against any other 

de.f:endant. A aoss-claim asserted against a codefendant mJSt be 
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RIJ1E 21 

IEFENSES .AND OBJECTICNS; HJW PRESEN'IED; BY 
PLEADING OR M)'ITCN; :t1JI'ICN FOR JUDG1ENT CN 'lHE 

. PLEADlNGS 

A. Rav presented. Every defense, in law or fact, to a 

claim for relief in any pleading, vilether a cooplaint, counter

claim, cross-claim, or third-party claim, shall be asserted in 

the responsive pleading thereto, except that the following de- , 

fenses may at the option of the pleader be nade by notion. (1) W f ·· ss 
"---------- tv ~,S ~~ 

lack of jurisdiction over the subject rratter, (2) lack of jur- ~ 

isdiction over the person, (3) that there is another action pend

ing between the sane parties for the sane cause, ( 4) that plain

tiff has mt the legal capacity to sue, (5) insufficiency of si..m

n:ons or process or insufficiency of service of sunm:ms or ~s, 
(6) failure to join a party 1.nder Rule 29, (7) failure to state 

ultimate facts sufficient to amstitute a claim, and (8) that the 

pleading shows that the action has not been COillIEilCed within the 
'0 ~ ~c,-t'l) 

tirre limi.ted by statute. A nntiorV mking any of thes~ defenses 

shall be made before pleading if a further pleading is permitted. 

'lhe grounds upon which any of the ent11Erated defenses are based 

shall be stated specifically and with particularity in the respon

sive pleading or notion. No defense or objection is waived by 

being joined with coe or nore other defenses or objections :L.'1. a 
J·,, ~ L',\,v,_61:J 

responsive pleading or IIDtion. If, on a nntionV" asserting ~fenses 

(1) througj:l (6), the facts ccnstituting such defenses do not ap

pear on the face of the pleading and mtters outside the pleading, 

including affidavits a:'ld other evidence, are presented to the court, 
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j 

all parties shall be given a reasonable opportunity to present 

evi.rence and affidavits md the court may CEtemri.ne the exis

tence or ron-existence of the facts supporting such CEfense or 

nay CEfer such CEtermi.nation mtil further discovery or tntil 

trial en the I!Erits. 

p15 
/vb--v/1) 
~o 

{Jv>-<'>-'<U.-"- ~ 
\h\,)~ 

B. MJtion for judgpm.t en the pleadings. After the 

pleadings are closed but within such tin:e as not to delay the 

trial, any party ney mve for j~nt en the pleadings. 

C. Preliminary hearings . The CEfenses specifically 

caiominated (1) througµ (8) in section A. of this rule, whether 

tmde in a pleading or by IIDtion md the mtion for judgrrent on 

the pleadings lIEiltiened in section 7t--d this Rule, shall be 

heard and CEten:rri.ned before trial en application of any party, 

ml.ess the court orCErs that the ~aring and CEtemri.nation 

thereof be deferred tntil the trial. 

D MJtion to Ill9ke mre de~d ce~/ }'hen the 

allegations of a pleading are so indefinite or mcertain that 

the precise nature of the charge, CEfense or reply is not appar

ent .o \AJon notion rmCE by a party before responding to a pleading, 

or if no respcnsive pleading is penn:i.tted by these rules1 upon 

mtion by a party within 10 days after service of the pleading, 

or upon the court's a-.n. initiati w at any tin:e, the court may re

quire the pleading to be rrade definite and certain by arrendrrent.if:- -

If the notion is granted and the order of the court is not obeyed 

within 10 days after {pti~< of the order or within such other t:i.nE 

as the court rmy fix, the court rmy strike the pleading to which 

the notion was directed or Ill9ke such order as it deem just. 
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E. 1-btion to strike. Upon IIDtion rm.de by a party 

before responding to a pleading or, if no responsive pleading 

is permi..tted by these rules, upon notion rmde by a party within 

10 days after the service of the pleading upon such party or 

upon the eotn:t' s ew1 initiative at 8:.lY ti.Ire, the court may 

order stricken: (1) any sham or frivolous or irrelevant plead·

ing or defense; (2) any insufficient defense • or any sham, 

frivolous, irrelevant or rechm.dant matter inserted in a plead

ing. 

F. Consolidation of defenses in rrotion. A party who 

makes a notion under this rule may join with it any other IIDtions 

herein provided for and then available to the party. If a party 

rrakes a rrotion under this rule but omits therefrom any defense or 

objecticn then available to the party which this rule penn:its to 

be raised by mtion, the party shall not thereafter make a n:otion 

based on the defense or objection so ani.tted, except a notion as 

provided :in subsection G. (2) of this rule en any of the grounds 

there stated. 

G. Waiver or preservaticn of certain defenses. (1) A de

fense of lack of jurisdicticn over the person, that a plaintiff 

has not legal capacity to ste, that there is another action pending 

betr.veen the sane parties for the sane cause, insufficiep.cy of . sun- _. 

m:ns or process , or insufficiency of serviqe of sumons or p~cess ; 

i.s waived (a) if ani.tted from a n:otion in the circumstances 

described in section F. of this rule, or (b) if it: is neither ~d1a _ .. 
. . '·. 

by mtion tnder this rule nor _included :in a responsive plead1.ng 

or an amendmmt thereof ?:?nnitted by Rule 23 A. to be made as a 
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matter of course ; provided, however, the defenses denominated 

(2) and (5) of section A. of this rule shall not be raised by 

aIEildrren t . 

G.(2) A defense of failure to state ultimate facts consti

tuting a claim, a defense that the action has not been cOOIIEnced 

within the tinE limLted by statute, a defense of failure to join a 

party indispensable mder Rule 29, and an objection of failure to 

state a legal defense to a claim or insufficiency of new matter in 

a reply to avoid a defense, rmy be rm.de in any pleading penrritted 

or ordered mder Rule 13 B. or by notion for judgnent en the plead

ings , or at the trial m the neri ts . The objection or defense, 

if m:ide at trial, shall be disposed of as provided in Rule 23 B. in 

light of any evidence that rray have been received. 

G.(3) If it appears by notion of the parties or otherwise 

that the court lacks jurisdiction over the subject matter, the 

court shall dismiss the action. 

BA.Cl<GROUND NJIE 

ORS sections ~rseded: 16.100, 16.110, 16.130, 16.140, 
16.150, 16.250, 16.2~16.270, 16.280, 16.320, 16.330, 16.340. 

<XM1ENT 

W:ri.le the Council wished to retain fact pleading, it also 
wanted to curb excessive use of rrotions for purposes of harassIIEnt 
and delay. The legislature has already noved in this direction by 
providing that the pleadings mt go to the jury. See, Rule 59. Re
tention of fact pleading cbes not automatically~ retention of 
existing rrotion practice. This rule is designed to reduce the t:irr:e 
spent en nntions through sirrplification of procedure and a preclu
sicn rule that requires assertion of all gromds for dismissal under 
this rule, mich are raisable by nntion, in a single nntion. Although 
the structure of this rule is based upon Federal Rule 12, nuch of 
the language used was dravn from ORS sections or drafted to fit Oregon 
practice. 
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Section 21 A. covers the form of asserting defenses to an 
opponent's claim. At the pleader1s option, these nay be asser
ted in the answer or in a notion to dismi.ss . 'Ihe notion to dis
miss perforIIE the function of. the fonner derrurrer or plea in 
abatement. Specific grounds for the notion, (1) through (6), cb 
not go to the nerits and are a natter for detenrd.na.tion by the 
court either on the face of a pleading or based upon factual 
:material submitted to the court. Gromds (7) and (8) go to the 
rrerits and the court can cnly decide if a party has pled prop
erly. If a party wishes to assert facts showing lack or nerit, 
ths nust be in the form of a sumnary judgµent notion or at trial. 
vha.tever form is used to assert the defenses , mder the last 
sentence of section 21 A. and under section 21 C., the court has 
the flexibility to dispose of the natter in the nost efficient 
mmner. This rule eliminates the a:m.cept of special appearance 
and notions to quash. An objection of personal jurisdiction is 
treated as any other defense and is wai vable only tnder the pro
visions of section 21 G. 

The grounds for notion to strike and notion to rmke nore 
definite and certain in sections 21 D. and E. corre from ORS 
16 .100 and 16 .110 and not from the federal rule. Note, the 
notion to strike is used to challenge the sufficiency of a de
fense or new natter asserted in a reply to avoid a defense, and 
replaces the fonner derwrrer to an answer or a reply. 

The a:m.solidation and waiver rules of sections 21 F. and G. 
are IIDdeled upon the federal rule. The consolidation requireIJE1.t 
applies to any TIDtion nade under this rule; this w::>uld include 
TIDtions mder 21 A., B., D., and E., but not sumna:ry judgo:ent or 
other TIDtions. Special treatnent is given to defenses related to 
personal jurisdiction and sunmms or process; mder section 21 G. (1), 
they nay not be asserted for the first t::i..ne in an aIIEI1ded pleading. 

RIJIE 22 

COUNIERCI.AIMS, CROSS-CLATI15 A"ID 
THIRD PARTY CI.A.00 

A. Countercla.i.rrE • Each defendant nay set forth as rrm.y 

countercla.i.ns , both' legal and equitable, as such defendant nay 
'QI-. 

have against~ plaintiff. 

B. Cross-claim agpinst codefendant. (1) In any action or 

proceeding mere ~ or nore parties are joined as defendants , any 

~endant nay in his an.sw:r allege a cross-claim against any other 

defendant. A cross-claim asserted against a codefendant nust be 
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\ .. 

'·· 

Except fur sections 20 F. and G. , these rules a:re based 
upon existing Oz:egon statutes. Sectico 20 F. cares from Federal 
Rule 9 (d), and sectico 20 G. is new and CESigped to eliminate 
sai:e archaic ar+ai"! pleading rules that: remain in old Oregon case 
w. Section 20 A. • based co Utah Rule of PmcPdnre 9 (c) is 
~mi J ar to OPS 16. 480 , except that the defendant III.1St specifically 
allege the c::mditions precedent not pe!.fom.eJ. Section 20 H. 
has the same effect as ORS 13. 020, but the clearer language from 
Alabama Rule of Civil Procedure 9 (h) was used. OPS 16. 540 was 
eJ imi:n~teci. 

IDENSES ~ OBJECTICl'lS; IDW' PF.ESEN'IED; BY 
PLEADING OR M)TICN; M)TICN :FOR J1JDQ£NT CN 1l1E 

PLEADINGS 

A.. Hew Presented. Every defense, in la.w or fact, to a 

claim for relief in any pleading, '.ihether a cm:pl.aint, counter

cl aim, c:ross-cl airn, or tm.rd-party c1 aim, shall be asserted in 

the :resp:,nsi ve pleading thereto, except. that the following c;e-. 
z:; t/ I~ .llf g.5 

fenses may at: the option of tile pleader be II.a.de by rmtiogl: (1) 

lack of jurisdiction over the subject mttar, (2) lack of Jur

isdiction over the person, (3) that there is another action pend

ing between the sam pa:rties for tr,.e same. ~e, (4) t..,at plain

tiff has mt the legal capacity to sue , (5) insufficiency of S'uin-
.....__ ~-rcc..<!S!. 

m::ns or process or i.Tl.SU:ffi.ciency of service of sum:cns or pmesss-, 

(6) failure to join a patty under Rule 29, (7) failure to state 

ultimate facts sufficient to constitute a c1 ai:m, and (8) that the 

pleading shews that: the action has not been COIIIIEneed w--i.t.lu.n the 
ti, r/1~miSS 

ti.ma limi.ted by statute. A rmt:ior/ CEki.Tlg a:rJ o~ these de.fer..ses 

shall be made before pleading ii a furt..tier plead:ing is peDii.tted. 

'lhe grounds u;::on whic..l-i 5rrf of tile enure.....-a_ted c:eferi.ses are based 
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&.11all 1::e stated specifically and wi.t."l particularity in the respon

sive pleading or m::,tion. No defense or cbjection is waived by 

be:ing jo:inad wi.t."l cne or m:re other d::fenses or obje~tions i:i a 
t:iJ d1$m1SS 

resp:xisi "\i'e pleading or ~t:icn. If? en a m:rtion/ assen:ing defenses 

(1) tb:rough (6), tbe facts constituting such defenses d:> rot ap

p:ax on the fac 0 of the pleading and rntters outside the plead:L'l"lg, 

including affida:v.i.ts end other evidence, are presented to the court, 

all parties shall 1::e given a reasonable opportunity to present 

evi.d:nce and affidavits a1d the court may a:teni:ci.ne the exis

tence or mn-exi.stence of the facts suppor--L.ing such a:fense or 

TIZJ d:fer such d:termi..nation mtil :furt.i,er di.scovecy or u:iti.l 

trial en the !IErits. 

B. :t-bti.on for j1JdEirent en the pleadings. A.i..~er the 

pleadings are closed but within such tiire as not to celay the 

trial, eJrrfJ party my tICVe for judgu:ent en the pleadings. 

C. Preliminary hearings. Toe a:fenses specifically 

cenomi.nated (1) tb:rough (8) in section A. of this rule, whether 

1Il:!de :in a pleading or by mtion a:id the mtion for j11dgrrent en 

the pleadings n:enticned :in section B. of t.iis Rule, shall be 

heard and d:tenm.ned before t:rlal en application of srry party, 

uiless the court orcers t.11at the lEaring and d:teJ:IIIination 

thereof be ceferred tntil the trial. 

_5.3_ 



' 

D. M:,ticn to !IEke mre definite and certain. 
\\ 

al J egad cos of a pleading are so indefinite or mcerta:in that \ 
I 

the precise natu:ce of the d:iarge, d2fense or reply is mt app=~ 

ent. rrfion m:,tion IIBCe by a parcy before responding to a pleading,. \ 

or if no respcnsive pleading is penaitted by these rules t;,on \ 

1ICticn by a party within 10 days after service of the pleading, 

0r upon the aJUrt IS CRl initiati. "IJe at ar:rJ tiJJ:e, t_,e court: may re

qu:L.~ the pleading to be IIBd: defim.te and certain by a:recdaent, I 

If the mticn .is granted and the order of the court is mt obeyed 
sev-vjcc,. 

wi.tmn 10 days after :.ie:ee of the order or within such other t:i!JE 

as the court rm.y fix, the CDUrt rrs:y strike the pleading to vo.m.ch 

the m:,tion was directed or IIake sudl order as it deeIIB just. 

E.. M:d.on to stri.."l<:.e. Upon mtial made by .a party 

before responding to a pleading or, if no respoosi·.;ie. pleading 

is pe:mi:tted by these rules, i.;x:,n. imticn made by a party witi."tin 
I -

10 days af"-i..e.r the service of t..l-Je pleading upai such party or 

upa'l. t.11e court: IS CRl, fnitiati 'Ve at. a:!'j t:ima, the court may 
--

order stricken:· (1) .ny sham,G>r frivolous or irrelevant pl~=-------
·~or ap.Y pleading containing more i:han one cla1_1Jl_Or defense not ____ \ 

· :ing or cefens;': (2) ::riv insufficient: defense ~ or :::r'T\7' sham separately'/ 
:' -·J -·J ,.. stated __ 
- ,/ -------· 

frivolous, :i.n:elevant, or ~dnndant matter inserted in a plead-

ing. 

F. Calsolida.ticn of aafenses in DDtion. A party who 

makes a m:rtion t.nder this rule rrErJ join with it arrJ other mtions 

h:rem pmvided for and th:tl available to the part:y. I£ a party · 

makes· a IICticn tnder this rule but. am.ts tr..erefrcm any defense or 

cbjecti.cn then avai 1 able to tba party ~ch this rule pami.ts to 



,~\. be raised by !IDt:ion, the party shall not thereafter make a mticn 

based an t."1£: a:fense or objection so am.tted, except a rroticn as 

provided m subsecti.cn G.(2) ,of this rule en a:ry of the grounds 

there stated. 

G. 'Waiver or oreserva.ticn of certain cefenses . (1) A ce

fense of lack of jurisdicti.cn over t."1£: person, that a plaintiff 

has not legal capacity to SU:, that there is another action peid:ing 

1:et"ween t.i-Je sam: parties for the Sain:! cause, insu:f.ficiency of sum

m:::ns or- process, or insufficiency of service of SUIJlIDnS or process, 

is waived (a) if am.ttad from a rrotion :in the circur.mtances 

d:scribed i.-i secti.cn F. of this :c'..lle, or (b) if it is neither mde 

by mticn Ulder this rllle oor i.T1Cluded :in a respori..sive plead:L"1g 

or an an:endrrent thereof p:mtted by Rule 23 A. to be !IBde as a 

matter of course; provided, hcJw:ver, the cefenses denominated 

(2) and (5) of section A. of this rule shall not be raised by 

a:tED.do:ent • 

G. (2) A cefense of failure to st.ate ul ti.mate facts consti

tut:ing a claim, a cefense that the action has not been coan:enced 

'within t."r-ie tilie limi.ted by statute, a defense of failure to join a 

party i."1cii.sper,.sable tnder Rule 29, and an objection of failure to 

state _a legal defense to a claim or :insufficiency of new matter i."1 

a reply to avoid a cefense, nay be mde in any pleading pennitted 

or ordered tnder Rule l3 B. or by mtion for judgnl=!lt en t.'l-ie plead-

ings , or at the trial en the n:eri. ts . The objection or defense, 

if made at trial , shall be disposed of as provided in Rule 23 B. in 

light of any evidence t."lat may have been received. 



) 

) 

~ .. 

G. (3) · If it appea..-rs by m:,tion of the parties or ot.7.erw'"ise 

t.~t t.r,e court lacks juri.sdi.ct:i..on over the subject matter, the· 

court shall di.smi.ss the action. 

O:M1ENT 

~ the Council wished to retain fact pleading, it also 
wanted to curb excessive use of m,ti.ons for purposes of harasSlIE!lt 
and c:elay. 'Ibe legislature has already mved in this direction by 

· diner ~ ... '"'t the 1 .....: - t to +-1-..-.. • See "~~- · · ·".'l SO Re-prov:l. o 1.-1.J.0. p eau.uigs m go u..ic: Jury. , -·-·-~-~- ., . 
tentian of fact pleading cbes mt automatically 1lEa:!l retention of 
existing mtian practice. Tnis rule is designed to reduce t.'1e tme 
spent en mtions through si.Itpli.:5.cation of procedure and a preclu
sicn rule t.11.a.t requires asserti.cn of all grounds for dismlssal under 
this rule, ~ch are raisable by mti.on, in a si..T1gle m:,tic:n. Although 
the structure of this rule is based upcn Federal Rule 12, mid:l of 
the language used was dra-.n from ORS sections or drafted to fit Oregon 
practice. 

Section 21 A. cove..~ t."Je fo:i:m of asserti.Tlg defenses to an 
opponent's cl aim, At the pleader's option, these !IBY be asser
ted in the answer or in a m:,tion to dismiss. 'The m:ition to dis
miss p:rforms the function of the fo:mer derurrer or plea in 
abatem:nt. Spec-i fi~ grounds for the n:otion, (1) through (6), co 
not go to the rrerits and axe a nat""...er for deten:ti.nation by the 
court eit."1-ier an the face of a pleading or based q,on factual 
mater.ial submitted to the court. Gromds (7) and (8) gp to the 
n:erits and the court can cnly cecide if a party r-.as pled prop-

-ch. e:rly. If a party ~shes to assert facts showing lac.1< or m:..-rit, 
,s-t:as II1JSt be :in the fo:i:m of a Stmm3rJ judgo::ent n:otion or at tri.-al. 

W:iate-ver form is used to assert the cefenses, mder the last 
sentence of secticn 21 A •. and under section 21 C., the court has 
the flexibility to dispose of t."1f: natter in the mst ef-Fi cient 
n:mmer. This rule eliminates the concept of special appearance 
and m:it:i..ons to quash. kl objection of p:rsonal jurisdiction i.s 
treated as any other defense and is w~ vable only mder tne pro
visions of section 21 G. 

'Ihe grounds for mti.on to st:ri-.ke and mtion to mke m:,re 
definj te and e:ri-ain :in sections 21 D. and E. com: from ORS 
16.100 and 16.110 and mt fl.om the federal rule. Note, tne 
mtion to strike is used to challenge the sufficiency of a a:
fense or ne..; rra.tter asser-._ed L'Tl a reply to avoid a cefense, and 
replaces the fo:mer dem.Jrrer to an answer or a ·reply. 
The motion to strike is al so the proper procedure to assert fan ure 
to state separately claims or defensei. 
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The consolidation and wai:ve.r rules of sections 21 F. and G. 
are mdeled uoon the federal rule. Toe consolidation requireI:r:ent. 
applies to arrJ mtion made under this rule; this r..;oul~ include 

D rJ-rs;de..,., m:rti~ ~r 21 A •. , B., D., and E., but net ~ Judgm:nt or 
I. ~offier mtio!J$. Special t:re.a:trr.ent is given to cerenses related to 

~:f e.. personal j~diction and ~ ?r pro~ss ! mder section 21 . ~- (1) , 
tJ:,..ey l!B.Y rot oe asserted for t.ne fL~t o.rre :L."'1 an aID::!lded plea.amg. 

RIJI.E 22 

A. CountercJ aim:;. Ea.ch defendant: !IEY. set furth as mr.y 

countercJ airrs, both legal and equitable, as such defendant may 
a... 

have agai:nsr, -ee plaiiid f'i. 

B. Cross-claim a~"'lSt code:fendant. (1) Tn any action a: 

~ding mere t"~ or mre ~es are joined as defendants , ~y 
..s vc,..;, ::I '2,p(!_;.-C)i vl..,,i :-..: 

defendan.t may ~ 11:E:s ~r alleg: a c.-oss-c 1 aim aga; nst any other 

defendant. A cross-cla:ilil. asser-...ed against a code£endant mJSt ce 

ere existing :in favor of the ce.fendant asser-i..ing the cross-claim 

m agai..-ist am ther ce.fendant, c:etween ~ a separate judgrre..T'lt 

mi.ght c:e had :in the action a1.d sh.all c:e : ( a) cne aris:L.""lg out of 

the o::cu:rre:nce or t:ra:nsaction set forth in the complaint; or (b) re

lated t:o euy propett"J that is the subject l!B.tter of the action 

brought by plaintiff. ----- ---------

B. (2) A cross-claim may :include a claim. that the defendant 

against mom it is asserted is liable, or n:ay be liable, to the 

c:'etendant asserting the cross-claim for all or part of the cl a;rn 

asserted by the plaintiff. 
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RULE 21 

DEFENSES AND OBJECTIONS; HOW PRESENTED; BY 
PLEADING OR MOTION; MOTION FOR JUDGMENT ON THE 

PLEADINGS 

A. How presented. Every defense, in law or fact, to a 

claim for relief in any pleading, whether a complaint, counter

claim, cross-claim, or third party claim, shall be asserted in 

the responsive pleading thereto, except that the following de

fenses may at the option of the pleader be made by motion to 

dismiss: (l) lack of jurisdiction over the subject matter, (2) 

lack of jurisdiction over the person, (3) that there is another 

action pending between the same parties for the same cause, (4) 

that plaintiff has not the legal capacity to sue, (5) insufficien

cy of summons or process or insufficiency of service of summons 

or process, (6) that the party asserting the claim is not the 

real party in interest, (7) failure to join a party under Rule 

29, (8) failure to state ultimate facts sufficient to constitute 

a claim, and (9) that the pleading shows that the action has not 

been commenced within the time limited by statute. A motion to 

dismiss making any of these defenses shall be made before plead

ing if a further pleading is permitted. The grounds upon which 

any of the enumerated defenses are based shall be stated specifi

cally and with particularity in the responsive pleading or motion. 

No defense or objection is waived by being joined with one or 

more other defenses or objections in a responsive pleading or 

motion. If, on a motion to dismiss asserting defenses (1) through 
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(7), the facts constituting such defenses do not appear on the 

face of the pleading and matters outside the pleading, includ

ing affidavits and other evidence, are presented to the court, 

all parties shall be given a reasonable opportunity to present 

evidence and affidavits,and the court may determine the exis

tence or nonexistence of the facts supporting such defense or 

may defer such determination until further discovery or until 

trial on the merits. 

B. Motion for judgment on the pleadings. After the 

pleadings are closed, but within such time as not to delay the 

trial, any party may move for judgment on the pleadings. 

C. Preliminary hearings. The defenses specifically 

denominated (1) through (9) in section A. of this rule, whether 

made in a pleading or by motion, and the motion for judgment on 

the pleadings rrentioned in section B. of this rule shall be 

heard and determined before trial on application of any party, 

unless the court orders that the hearing and detennination 

thereof be deferred until the trial. 

D. Motion to make more definite and certain. Upon 

motion made by a party before responding to a pleading, or if 

no responsive pleading is permitted by these rules upon motion 

by a party within 10 days after service of the pleading, or 

upon the court's own initiative at any time, the court may 

require the pleading to be made definite and certain by amend

ment when the allegations of a pleading are so indefinite or 
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uncertain that the precise nature of the charge, defense, or 

reply is not apparent. If the motion is granted and the order 

of the court is not obeyed within 10 days after service of the 

order or within such other time as the court may fix, the court 

may strike the pleading to which the motion was directed or 

make such order as it deems just. 

E. Motion to strike. Upon motion made by a party 

before responding to a pleading or, if no responsive pleading 

is permitted by these rules, upon motion made by a party within 

10 days after the service of the pleading upon such party or 

upon the court's own initiative at any time, the court may 

order stricken: (1) any sham, frivolous, or irrelevant plead

ing or defense or any pleading containing more than one claim or 

defense not separately stated; (2) any insufficient defense or 

any sham, frivolous, irrelevant, or redundant matter inserted 

in a pleading. 

F. Consolidation of defenses in motion. A party who 

makes a motion under this rule may join with it any other 

motions herein provided for and then available to the party. 

If a party makes a motion under this rule but omits therefrom 

any defense or objection then available to the party which this 

rule permits to be raised by motion, the party shall not there

after make a motion based on the defense or objection so omit

ted, except a motion as provided in subsection G.(2) of this 

rule on any of the grounds there stated. 
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,I" -- G. Waiver or preservation of certain defenses. 

G.(l) A defense of lack of jurisdiction over the person, 

that a plaintiff has not legal capacity to sue, that there is another 

action pending between the same parties for the same cause, insuf

ficiency of summons or process, insufficiency of service of summons 

or process, or that the party asserting the claim is not the real 

party in interest, is waived (a) if omitted from a motion in the cir

cumstances described in section F. of this rule, or (b) if it is 

neither made by motion under this rule nor included in a responsive 

pleading or an amendment thereof permitted by Rule 23 A. to be made 

as a matter of course; provided, however, the defenses denominated 

(2) and (5) of section A. of this rule shall not be raised by amend

ment. 

G.(2) A defense of failure to state ultimate facts consti

tuting a claim, a defense that the action has not been commenced 

within the time limited by statute, a defense of failure to join a 

party indispensable under Rule 29, and an objection of failure to 

state a legal defense to a claim or insufficiency of new matter in 

a reply to avoid a defense, may be made in any pleading permitted 

or ordered under Rule 13 B. or by motion for judgment on the plead

ings, or at the trial on the merits. The objection or defense, if 

made at trial, shall be disposed of as provided in Rule 23 B. in 

light of any evidence that may have been received. 

G.(3) If it appears by motion of the parties or otherwise 

that the court lacks jurisdiction over the subject matter, the court 

shall dismiss the action. 
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COMMENT 

While the Council wished to retain fact pleading, it 
also wanted to curb excessive use of motions for purposes of 
harassment and delay. The legislature has already moved in 
this direction by providing that the pleadings not go to the 
jury. See, ORCP 59. Retention of fact pleading does not 
automatically mean retention of existing motion practice. This 
rule is designed to reduce the time spent on motions through 
simplification of procedure and a preclusion rule that requires 
assertion of all grounds for dismissal under this rule, which 
are raisable by motion, in a single motion. Although the -
structure of this rule is based upon Federal Rule 12, much of 
the language used was drawn from ORS sections or drafted to fit 
Oregon practice. 

Section 21 A. covers the fonn of asserting defenses to 
an opponent's claim~ At the pleader's option, these may be 
asserted in the answer or in a motion to dismiss. The motion 
to dismiss performs the function of the former demurrer or pl ea 
in abatement. Specific grounds for the motion, (1) through 
(7), do not go to the merits and are a matter for determination 
by the court either on the face of a pleading or based upon 
factual material submitted to the court. Grounds (8) and (9) 
go to the merits and the court can only decide if a party has 
pled properly. If a party wishes to assert facts showing lack 
of merit, this must be in the fonn of a summary judgment motion 
or at trial. Whatever fonn is used to assert the defenses, 
under the last sentence of section 21 A. and under section 21 
C., the court has the flexibility to dispose of the matter in 
the rrost efficient manner-. This rule eliminates the concept of 
special appearance and rrotions to quash. An objection of 
personal jurisdiction is treated as any other defense and 
is waivable only under the provisions of section 21 G. If a 
motion to dismiss is made on the ground of lack of a real party 
in interest, the court should follow the procedure set out in 
ORCP 26 before granting the motion. 

The grounds for motion to strike and motion to make more 
definite and certain in sections 21 D. and E. come from ORS 
16.090, 16.100, and 16.110, and not from the federal rule. 
Note, the motion to strike is used to challenge the sufficiency 
of a defense or new matter asserted in a reply to avoid a 
defense, and replaces the fonner demurrer to an answer or a 
reply. The motion to strike is also the proper procedure to 
assert failure to state claims or defenses separately. 

The consolidation and waiver rules of sections 21 F. and 
G. are modeled upon the federal rule. The consolidation re
quirement applies to any motion made under this rule; this 
would include motions under 21 A., B., D., and E., but not 
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summary judgment or other motions outside this rule. Special treat
ment is given to defenses related to personal jurisdiction and 
summons or process; under section 21 G.(l), they may not be asserted 
for the first time in an amended pleading. 
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